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Stunt driver and Tarox founder Gianni Taroni set about revolutionising the braking game as
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This Issue  wouldn’t have been possible without:  
The guys at TTS Roadsport, Santa Pod, Rallyday, Forge 
Motorsport and Adam Walker

It’s been a busy few weeks for us. We had a stand at the excellent Forge 
Action at Castle Combe; got to see some rare Group B legends at 
Rallyday; and joined our friends at Bilstein and Shark Performance 
for their respective open days. One thing that’s become clear is that 

the UK tuning scene is in good shape. No matter what sensationalist news 
stories may be dominating the press, the appetite for tuning Audis shows 
no sign of abating. 

To celebrate, we’ve got together another jam-packed collection of tuned 
Audis for you.

Kicking off with Stuart Elliott’s Audi 90 quattro. On the face of it, this 
is a fairly stock looking, mid-’80s saloon. But open the bonnet and there’s 
a VRS Northampton-tuned 655bhp S2 lump. It’s a serious sleeper! Read all 
about it on page 24.

There’s plenty more to get your teeth into this issue. From a sweet C7 
A6 with stunning interior and air; through to a hybrid TTE turbo’d S3, and 
a rather menacing, supercharged APR-tuned B7 RS4. We’ve got all the  
bases covered. 

At the time of writing, we’re just over a week away from our first event 
– VAG Tuner Expo – and we cannot wait. Many of the UK’s most respected 
tuners are booked in, the Top 20s are full and the free tickets are flying out 
of the door. 

See you there!

 Davy Lewis, Editor

SUBSCRIBE! 
SAVE 48% on the  
cover price, plus  

FREE delivery 
See page 56 
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www.alpine.co.uk

Premium 
Infotainment System
for Audi A4 and A5
When Alpine decided to develop an infotainment system for Audi drivers, we had only one goal in mind:  to create a high-end system that exceeds all the 

expectations Audi owners may have.  The result is a premium infotainment system that perfectly integrates into the Audi A4 and A5 to bring the latest media 

compatibility, cutting-edge navigation technology and audiophile sound quality to your vehicle. All components are designed to fit perfectly in existing installation 

locations and integrate fully with the vehicle’s electronic systems.

Perfect vehicle integration with premium components. Performance without compromise.

Welcome to Alpine Style.
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1024ps RS6!

FRONT END

MRC Tuning have broken the 1000ps barrier with a C6 
RS6. This makes them the first UK tuner to take the 
mighty biturbo V10 to such a high level. The bright 
red avant looks totally stock from the outside, but 

it’s packing enough fire power to leave all but the very top level 
supercars wondering what just hit them.

To reach this level of tune, MRC utilised some serious 
components, including TTE turbos, MRC downpipes, uprated 
Sportmile Polska gearbox, water injection, plus uprated injectors 
and fuel pumps. After extensive mapping at the hands of MRC’s 
calibration expert, Mihnea Cotet, the final figures are 1024ps and 
1203Nm on race fuel, and 939ps and 1113Nm on 99 ron. 

We’ve long suspected that the highly tunable 5.0 V10 would 
make such big numbers, and having seen a few in Eastern Europe, 
we knew it was possible. So it’s fantastic to see a well respected UK 
tuner achieving this milestone. 

MRC say they will be offering this “1000K” package to customers 
who want the ultimate RS6. Needless to say, we’ve asked for a 
passenger ride in this monster and will report back as soon as 
we’ve recovered from the experience!

MRC Tuning creates the UK’s 
most powerful C6 RS



NEWS
P24: 

Audi 90
655bhp S2 

engine’d sleeper

P18: 
New S4 

The lowdown on 
the 354ps V6 turbo

IN BRIEF

EIBACH’S A4 STOLEN
We’ve had a sad reminder that we all 
need to take extra care of our highly 
desirable Audis. Eibach’s project A4 3.0 
TDI quattro, which we’ve been following 
in Projects, was stolen on 11 September. It 
was taken from outside the home of the 
MD after thieves smashed a window to 
get access to the keys. 
 It’s a very distinctive S-line with the 
following upgrades: 20in gunmetal grey 
Raywell wheels with Toyo tyres, Alcon 
6-pot calipers with 2-piece discs, dual 
exit Milltek exhaust with custom black 
tips, Eibach Pro-Street s coilovers with 
different front springs (part No: F67-15-
011-01-VA), Eibach ARBs, adjustable front 
arms, Alpine front speakers and 8in sub 
in boot, Raywell black Audi badge, ITG air 
filter and all chrome parts painted black 
on the exterior.  
 If anyone sees the car, is offered 
any of the parts listed, or knows of its 
whereabout, get in touch with your local 
police, or call Eibach on 01455 285850.

P10: 
Lifestyle

Cool gadgets and 
toys for big boys

Audi will shortly announce it intends to 
produce Plus versions of its range topping 
RS6 and RS7, according to our inside man 
at Audi. The Plus package will include the 
606ps engine used in the S8 Plus. Expect 
more refinement inside, some carbon fibre 

details, and, for the first time, after market 
exhausts will be available in the form of 
an Akrapovic system. The Plus models will 
carry a £16,800 premium over the stock 
RS6/7 and we suspect there will be a big 
demand for these exclusive cars.

Sydney cops have been given an RS4 as 
their latest pursuit car. The 450ps V8 
offers the kind of performance needed to 
keep up with baddies driving tuned V8s 
or turbo’d Jap metal but also happens to 

look fantastic. It’s a far cry from the boring 
Volvos and 5-Series BMWs that UK traffic 
cops use. We imagine there’s a big rush for 
the keys when the Aussie boys come on 
shift. Bonza!

RS6 AND RS7 PLUS CONFIRMED

COPS GET RS4

606ps and a host of upgrades for top RS models

Don’t try to outrun the Aussie police… 
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UP FRONT

EDIFICE EQB-500R
The four models that make up the Casio Edifice autumn/
winter collection feature a bold, three-dimensional 
design theme based around the needs of global travellers 
balancing activities in different time zones. The EQB-
500RB is an Infiniti Red Bull Racing limited edition watch 
with black ion-plated stainless steel case and strap, ion-
plated rainbow effect bezel, sapphire glass, smartphone 
link, dual dial and world time.

Price: £590
From: www.casioonline.co.uk

GOPRO HERO4 SESSION
The latest GoPro has shrunk! The Hero4 Session is 50% 
smaller than the Hero4 and measures just 35x35mm. It 
does away with the need for a case and is water resistant 
up to 10m. Designed to be fitted in small, or awkward 
places to capture the ultimate ‘in the action’ footage. 
Wifi and Bluetooth compatible with your smart phone, 
the Session includes a micro SD card. It features an 8MP 
sensor, 170-degree wide angle lens, plus shoots 1440, 1080 
and 720p resolution. Also compatible with existing GoPro 
accessories, this is the ultimate for stunning footage on 
track cars, as well as action sports. 

Price: £249.99
From: www.shop.gopro.com

AUDI QUATTRO JANNER RALLY MODEL
This iconic Audi quattro A1 model is based on the 1984 
Castrol Janner Rallye car driven to second place by Bjorn 
Waldegaard and Franz Wurz. The well made Trofeu 1:43 
scale model is a must for any fans of quattros and 1980s 
rallying (that’ll be all of us then!). 

Price: £37.50
From: www.racingmodels.com

ANYFORTY T-SHIRT
Part of UK-based, worldwide known brand, AnyForty’s, 
six-piece brand new ‘Art Is Our Weapon’ collection, this 
design by Manchester-based artist, James O’Connell, is 
the stand out for us; a graphic 2015 ode to traditional 
tattoo design. Limited to 100 garments only, once sold 
out, they’re gone for good.

Price: £25
From: www.anyforty.com

LIFESTYLE Cool gear for Audi fans



Regal Autosport, 72-82, Belgrave Road, Portswood, Southampton, 
SO17 3AN, United Kingdom 

Saleslines Open: Mon-Fri: 9.00am - 5.30pm Saturday: Tel enquiries
Sunday: Closed. EMAIL US: sales@regalautosport.com

regalautosport

regalautosport

regalautosport

INTAKE

Handcrafted in the USA and backed 
up by hundreds of hours R&D. 
AWE provide the very best exhaust 
for your Audi. With specific drone 
free S-Tronic and Cabrio applications, 
SwitchPath and Straight Pipe, 
AWE offer the widest range.

Rigourous CFD work ensures 
that AWE S-Flo and CCB intakes

improve upon OE. 
Featuring beautiful carbon 

fibre, AWE intakes enhance the 
premium feel of your Audi while 

producing real, measurable 
performance gains.

Regal Autosport celebrate the 10th year of UK 
distribution for AWE Tuning products in 2015. 
Bringing you the highest quality products to enhance 
the performance of your Audi. From intake to exhaust, 
A3 to R8 and everything in between. 
Enquiries to join our wide dealer network are welcome.

EXHAUST
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OPINION

DRIVEN MAD

I drove a Renault Clio the other day. 
“So what!?” I hear you cry; “tell 
us about the latest Audi you were 
driving, you mad fool.” And you’d 

have a point. Except, I learnt something.
Having jumped into the factory-

fresh Clio from my high-ish-mileage, 
seven-year old A6, I have to admit I was 
disappointed. Okay, the sports seats 
were quite nice (in a butt hugging kinda 
way) but, everything else was, well, a bit 
low rent. 

To be fair the designers had tried to 
imbue the cabin with a sense of quality, 
evidenced by the piano black detailing 
and the leather-wrapped steering 
wheel. But it all felt a bit half-arsed. The 
doors closed with a twang rather than 
a thunk; the gear selector was rattly 
and reminded me of the joystick on my 
Commodore 64 (only 80s kids will get 

This month, the Ed has been for a spin in a non-Audi; he didn’t like it very much…

that) and the dash and other plastics 
felt more like they’d come from inside a 
Kinder Surprise, than a £20k car. 

So what am I getting at? 
Well, we all know that Audis are well 

screwed together. This is after all a 
premium brand. But when all you drive 
is Audis, it’s easy to forget just how 
good these things are. It takes a trip 
out in something decidedly non-Audi to 
appreciate just how good we’ve got it. 

Don’t get me wrong, I’m no car snob; 

I’ve enjoyed some amazing drives in 
many non-Audis. I also get the fact that 
there’s more to a good car than a well-
built interior. But, there’s something 
about the overall feel of an Audi, from 
the styling, to the materials used for the 
interior, and everything in between that 
makes them so desirable. The fact that 
I felt much more at home in my older 

A6, than a brand new £20k performance 
hatchback, speaks volumes. 

A criticism often levelled at Audis by 
magazines such as evo is, that they’re 
well built but, a bit bland. They aren’t 
driver focused. They lack excitement. 

Well, during certain road test 
comparisons, I’ll concede that the 
Audi sometimes gets overlooked by 
the opposition. In a recent test of uber 
estates – an E63 AMG, versus a Jag XFR-S 
and an RS6 left the Audi in third place, 
due, it was claimed, to its lack of feel 
compared to the rear-drive AMG and  
Jag. Really? 

The fact the RS6 couldn’t be 
persuaded to hang its arse out on a 
deserted Welsh B road for a smoky 
power slide, does not make it a bad 
car. For most of us – 99 percent of the 
time – we want a car that’s rapid and 
capable that we can give a squirt in a 
straight line. Tail happy antics are great 
for professional road testers on quiet 
country roads or race tracks but, that’s 
not the real world. 

The RS6 is such a formidable and 
well-loved car because of its ballistic 
straight line speed. Add to this the 
amazing build quality and strikingly 
aggressive looks, plus that cavernous 
boot and you can see why these things 
are so popular. And this is before you 
begin to unlock the true devil inside 
by tuning the 4.0 biturbo V8. I defy 
anyone – from the man in the street, to 
a seasoned motoring hack – not to be 
blown away by the brutal acceleration 
of a 700bhp+ RS6. Unless you’ve been 
a passenger  in one of these monsters 
(or even better the driver), you’ll not be 
able to get your head around just how 
quick they are. 

Having borrowed the Clio for a 
couple of days I should have been sad 
to see it go. But I wasn’t. As I sat back, 
adjusted my electric leather seat and 
turned up the Bose surround system, 
before wafting up the road in a surge of 
effortless 3.0 V6 torque, I felt like I was 
home again. 

Guess I’m just an Audi man...

“The RS6 is such a formidable and well 
loved car...”
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LETTERS

KW’s S1 Clubsport at the Nürburgring
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Let the air out
I had to drop you a line to say I think you feature 
too many non-performance cars on air-ride. The 
magazine is called AudiTuner, so personally, I 
think you should only feature serious, tuned cars 
rather than the fashionable stuff for kids with 
tattooed sleeves and skinny jeans. The A5 in last 
issue is a prime example. Aside from that, I really 
like the mag; even though I’m an old bugger! 
Gareth, via email
First up, glad you like most of the magazine, 
Gareth. Always great to hear feedback, but to 
address your point, it’s clear that air-ride and styled 
cars make up a huge part of the international Audi 
scene; so we reflect what’s going on. That said, we 
do have a performance focus as you can see this 
issue, with a 593bhp supercharged RS4, 655bhp 
Audi 90 and 420bhp S3. The final point is to say 
that the A5 had a 370bhp 3.0 TDI V6 engine with 
hybrid turbo, custom downpipes and remap, which 
I’d say makes it pretty well tuned...

Small packages
I was at the Forge Action Day recently (a great 
show by the way) and saw Davy parking the KW 
S1 on the AudiTuner stand. I had to look twice as 
he could barely see over the steering wheel. Is he 
a midget!?
Ben, via email
Haha! Thanks, Ben. Believe it or not, the S1 has its 
seat set low to accommodate KW’s test driver, Marc 
Kemp, who’s 6ft 5ins. So I was a bit lost in there! 

Emissions 
With all this nonsense about the so called 
emissions scandal, I think people are forgetting 
just how much love there is for Audis. Anyone 
with half a brain cell knows that MPG 
and emissions data from manufacturers is 
meaningless in the real world. The fact it’s all 
kicked off due to some alleged hidden ECU 
program is a shame, as it could hurt investment, 
which in turn could mean less new performance 
Audis. But let’s not get downbeat. For me, 
Audis are still far and away the finest cars on 
the road and a scandal linked to low-powered 
diesel models isn’t going to affect the way I feel 
about my S5! If I was bothered about MPG and 
emissions, I’d drive a bloody Prius! 
Clive, via email

Fully covered
Loved the wrap-around cover on issue 009. It’s 
refreshing to see a back cover without an advert 
on it – do you plan to continue this? In future 
the back cover could be made into a cool, glossy 
poster. Just a thought.
Perry, via email
Thanks Perry, but we can’t take the credit for the 
wrap-around cover, it was actually the idea of 
Richard Good, MD of KW Automotive UK. I like 
the poster suggestion though, we may well do that 
at some point.

Where’s Walter?
I see you’re doing interviews with some of the 
big names in the tuning scene; have you thought 
about Jonus, the guy that maps all the mental 
Scandinavian Audis? I’d also like to see what Jon 
Olsson has to say about his crazy RS6 and if you 
can, an interview with the legend that is Walter 
Röhrl. Come on lads, sort it out for me!
David, via email.
Some good suggestions there, David, although 
we’re not sure we’ll be able to get hold of Mr Rohrl. 
But you never know – watch this space.

INBOX Your comments and thoughts

S3 fan
Dear AT, I had to put pen to, er, keyboard and say hi. The S3 8L feature you ran in issue 009 
was awesome. I have one of these cars and they’re so much fun, for not much cash. In fact I’d 
go as far as to say the S3 8L is the best bang-for-buck Audi money can buy. There, I said it. The 
MKS Performance car was so well built and a real credit to the owner; it’s good to see a car done 
properly, that is fast, yet remains drivable. Top work. 
Nigel, via email
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We chat to our resident Finnish snapper and all round Audi nut, Jape Tiitinen…

Q&A We interview the big players in the performance Audi scene to 
find out what they do, and what’s new…

AT: How did you get into the performance 
Audi scene, Jape?
JT: I got into cars around the year 2000 
when I bought my first proper car, a Nissan 
Primera P10. I have a strong skateboarding 
background (28 years and still going!) and 
I was doing all these skate videos. Then I 
wanted to produce a similar video with cars 
back in 2002. Nobody did any car videos 
back then. My first car video came out in 
2003 and was named Kalis Concept. After 
that, the scene started to get bigger and 
my videos got pretty popular. In 2005 I got 
my first DSLR camera and started shooting 
photos. The rest is history…

AT: Tell us about your job and what 
magazines you shoot for...
JT: My job is to shoot all the cool cars and 
cover the best events for car magazines – 
that’s what I love to do! I currently I shoot 
for GTi Magazine in Finland, AudiTuner, 
Performance VW and Performance BMW, 
BMW Car, V8 Magazine, Speedhunters 
and Stancenation. I’ve also worked for 
Eurotuner Magazine, Tuning.fi and 
Klassikot Magazines. 

AT: What cars have you owned?
JT: I bought my first Audi in 2004. It was 
a B5 A4 1.8T quattro. I sold the A4 in 2005 
and bought a C5 A6 2.7 biturbo sedan. This 
is where the OEM+ game kicked in for me. 
The A6 was sold mid-2007 and then I found 
my current B5 RS4 which is a keeper. I will 
never sell it, I promise! I had another C5 
A6 biturbo avant in 2009, then another C5 

A6 4.2 V8 with RS6 bumpers back in 2010. 
This one I had only for 6 months – the fuel 
consumption was killing me! After the 4.2 
V8 A6 I stayed with the RS4 for a while, 
until 2012 when I bought this B8 A4 3.0 TDI 
quattro as a daily ride. I’s been my daily ever 
since, but now I am thinking of selling it 
and replacing it with C7-bodied A6 with the 
3.0 TDI lump.

AT: What’s the Audi scene like in Finland?
JT: The Audi scene seems to be quite tight 
in Finland. People are eager to help each 
other and we have a good working forum, 
audiclub.fi/audifinns, where people can get 
help and share advice. Audiclub has track 
days and attend the bigger car shows. I’ve 
been into Audis for over a decade, so I know 
a lot of Audi people. I can’t think myself of 
getting into another brand anymore.

AT: What are the most popular models?
JT: In Finland, I think the most popular 
models at the moment are B5, B6, B7 and B8 
bodied A/S/RS4s, especially the 2.7 biturbo 
scene, which is huge. There’s a lot of tuners 
in that field.

AT: Is tuning very popular?
JT: OEM+ tuning is quite popular. It looks 
right and is timeless. You don’t ruin the car’s 
looks using OEM parts. You can still see 
some crazy glass fibre bodykits every now 
and then, but that’s history man.

AT: How come Finland produces so many 
amazing race and rally drivers?
JT: It must come in mothers’ milk! It’s in the 

genes I think. Nightless nights and gravel 
roads must help – go figure!

AT: What’s it like getting around in the bad 
weather – a lot of sideways driving?
JT: Yes, a lot of driving sideways when it 
snows. The worse the weather is in winter, 
the better it is for a quattro fan. I love 
bad weather. There’s nothing better than 
passing people sideways while they struggle 
getting their cars moving from traffic lights!

AT: What do you think of the UK Audi scene?
JT: The UK Audi scene is tight. There are 
so many higher class show cars in the UK. 
I got a feel for it when I was visiting my 
RS brother, Julian Loose, few years back 
in the UK. There were so many super 
detailed Audis at his Dubfiction show that I 
attended. Keep it up, brothers.

AT: If money was no object, what Audi would 
you buy and tune? 
I think I would go with a Sport quattro or 
Ur-quattro with a top notch, high-power 
20vt engine, proper wheels, big brakes, 
bucket seats and the best suspension money 
can buy – and a big garage for it. I just love 
older Audis.

JT: What’s the fastest you’ve ever been in  
an Audi?
It has to be 340km/h (211mph) in Philipp 
Kaess’ RS4 limo, from the cover of 
AudiTuner 007, this summer in Hannover. 
Holy shit that thing was fast! Thanks to Phil 
for this experience; that beast gave me such 
an adrenaline rush.
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NEW CAR NEWS

The new B9 A4 has been hotly anticipated. For months 
we saw renderings and spy shots of cars that, people 
claimed, would be the next generation of this popular 
and very important model for Audi. But for us, it was 

the S4 that excited us most.
With rumblings of a twin turbo V6 and tantalising renderings 

of cars with big vents and aggressive styling, it was no surprise 
that when the production model was unveiled, some were a bit 
underwhelmed. Personally, I think the new car is bang on the 
money; S4s have always been very understated, with the drama left 
to the RS4. The latest generation is no exception and it promises to 
be a very important model for the tuning industry.

Let’s look at the new S4 in more detail.

NEW S4
The latest S4 is packing a 354ps 

turbocharged V6 – here’s the 
info you need to know about 

this important new  
performance Audi… 
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Exterior
The B9 S4 may be all new, but Audi’s designers have been 
careful to stay true to the character and subtle lines of 
the B8. The shape has been made more purposeful, and, 
some may argue, more aggressive. The headlights are more 
angular, as is the grille, while the flanks are less rounded 
than the old car’s. 
 As you’d expect, the S has some sporting additions to 
set it apart from other A4s, such as new grille, inlets, rear 
diffuser, and, of course, quad tailpipes; but it’s all low-key. 
Matrix LED headlights are available as an option. Both saloon 
and avant versions will be available from the outset.

“A 500Nm slug 
of torque,  
available from 
just 1300rpm”

Engine
The S4 gets an all new 3.0 
turbocharged V6. This is 
good news. While we’d have 
liked to see a twin turbo that 
harked back to the days of 
the fantastic 2.7 biturbo of 
the B5 S4, there’s no doubt 
this unit will be capable of 
big numbers.  
 Some may bemoan the 
loss of the B8’s supercharger 
but, given the limitations 
of the blowers themselves, 
plus the tremendous heat 
generated, it’s clear the 
turbo option makes more 
sense. This direct injection 
unit offers a very healthy 
354ps, which is 20ps up on its 
supercharged predecessor. 
But it’s the 500Nm slug of 
torque, available from just 
1300rpm that should make 
this S4 feel very rapid.

Styling is slightly 
tougher then the B8
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Interior
Perhaps the biggest evolution for the 
S4 is its interior. The B9 has made a 
big leap forward with a much higher 
quality feel and an all-new dash. 
The multi-function steering wheel 
is very attractive and tactile, further 
adding to the classy vibe inside. The 
industry leading 12.3in virtual cockpit 
is also available as an optional extra – 
something that really takes the dash to 
another level. With a longer wheelbase, 
there’s more head and leg room for 
back seat passengers, too. 
 The Nappa leather seats are 
available in ebony, rotor grey, and 
magma red and include adjustable side 
sections and a pneumatic massage 
function. The latest MMI Plus system 
is also available with touchpad, 8.3in 
monitor, and Audi connect hardware 
to provide high speed internet, plus 
smartphone interface.

Chassis
Key to the S4’s success will be its ability to handle the 354ps, so Audi’s engineers have worked 
hard on the chassis. Based on the all-new MLB Evo platform, it utilises five-link suspension 
front and rear to separate longitudinal and transverse forces. The S4 rides 23mm lower and 
damper control is available as an option. The CDC (Continuous Damper Control) can be used 
via the Audi drive select system. Stock wheels are 18in five spokes, with 19s available as an 
option. The latest generation quattro drive sends 60 percent of torque to the rear wheels 
during normal driving, but can distribute up to 70 percent to the front axle or 85 percent to 
the rear. When cornering, the inside wheels are also braked slightly to maintain traction.

Front end is very 
purposeful

B8 S4

Other S4s…
The B9 is the fourth 
generation of S4. Here are 
the others…

Ur-S4

B5 S4

B6/7 S4
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SPECIFICATION
2016 B9 Audi S4

Engine: 
3.0 V6 TFSI turbocharged

Transmission: 
8-speed tiptronic, latest generation quattro drive

Brakes:
S4 spec

Suspension
Sport differential, adaptive damping sports  
suspension

Power:
354ps, 500Nm

0-62mph:
4.7sec (claimed)

Top speed:
155mph (limited)

Weight:
1630kg (saloon) 1675kg (avant)

Price: From £38,000 (estimate)

On sale:
Summer 2016

Tuning
The previous generation S4 was very popular with 
tuners thanks to its supercharged V6, which responded 
exceptionally well to power increases. The new car looks set 
to build on this with even greater potential from the turbo’d 
3.0 TFSI. Expect software recalibration to be available very 
shortly after launch, which should take power to around 
400ps. With a less restrictive downpipe and full performance 
exhaust system, things could get very interesting. 
 Whereas the B8 was limited by supercharger availability, 
there will be plenty of hybrid and larger turbos that could 
unleash further potential from the B9. Of course, a lot of 
development work will need to be carried out to test how far 
the stock engine can be pushed, as well as the gearbox but, if 
past models are anything to go by, we’d expect to see 500ps+ 
S4s, with potential for even more with the right supporting 
upgrades to the fuel and cooling systems. 
 Admittedly, this is mere speculation at present, and there 
could be hurdles to overcome (such as locked ECUs), but the 
tuning industry is very creative and we’d expect solutions to 
be found to any obstacles. As to what the next RS4 will bring 
to the table, we’ll have to wait and see. With strong rumours 
that its V6 will be twin turbocharged, things are set to get 
very interesting over the next 18 months.

Top: Rear end is neat; 
lights look very cool 
Above: Interior fit and 
finish it exemplary
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AUDI 90 SALOON

Words and Photography Davy Lewis

80s Revival
With the help of a 668bhp S2 engine, this rare 1986 Audi 90 has been 

brought slap bang into the 21st century
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A t first glance, this may look like a fairly stock and well 
used Audi 90. This in itself is worthy of attention as 
there are very few of these mid-’80s saloons left. It’s 
also a quattro, which makes it even more of a find. The 

simple, boxy design is everything you’d expect from a 30-year old car 
– it has the original paintwork and that distinctive smell that only 
an old car can have. But look more closely and all is not as it seems.

The clues are there: the Aerocatches on the bonnet; the 
motorsport style wheels and those sticky Toyo R888 semi-slicks. But 
it isn’t until you see the engine that you realise just how special this 
thing is. 

Lift the bonnet and you’re greeted by a fantastic looking 2.2 
5-cylinder 20v lump complete with big turbo. These saloons may 
have originally come with a 2.2 unit but, the normally aspirated KV 
lump made a lowly 136bhp. This one produces 668bhp. 

This is actually an S2 3B engine, and to say that it’s been tuned 
is an understatement. Will from VRS Northampton has completely 
transformed this 5-cylinder unit to create a big-power, but highly 
usable car that fits Stuart’s Elliott’s driving style. 

Stuart takes up the story, “I’ve loved Audis since my dad had 

them,” he recalls. He had a 100, then a 90, before getting a 90 
quattro, which I learnt to drive in,” he says with a big grin. 

While his mates were driving old Mk2 Escorts, he had the keys 
to the quattro, which must have really been something back then. 
Fast forward 20-odd years and Stuart was in a position to relive his 
youth. “I was working offshore and stared looking on eBay for 90 
quattros,’ he says. “I found one that had already had the S3 3B engine 
conversion – it looked a bit rough and had a stock gearbox, brakes 
and suspension but, I put a bid in.” 

Being six hours ahead he won the car and called his dad to go 
and pick it up for him. We all know eBay purchases can bite you 
on the arse, but the car was as described. It was also well known on 
the S2 forum, so there was a wealth of info available. “I came home 
and drove it for 100 miles or so just to see what it needed,” says 
Stuart. “It was running about 280bhp, but with stock brakes and 
suspension, that wasn’t a good thing,” he laughs. 

Having decided the car deserved some proper love, it was sent 
to a company who ‘talked the talk’ for some renovation and tuning 
work. Sadly it then sat there for a year and made no progress. 

Having bought an uprated radiator from Will at VRS 

Far right top to bottom: MoTec 
ECU in glovebox;  gauges and 

controls for LC and ALS

“Using it in the gears it’s savage – 
in third gear, acceleration is brutal”
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POWER TO WEIGHT
To appreciate just how fast this Audi 90 is, have a 
look at these power to weight comparisons. With up 
to 500kg less to pull around, but similar power, the 
90 would be at a huge advantage over these £100k 
plus supercars...

Porsche 911 Turbo S ........................344bhp per ton
Ferrari 458 Speciale .........................470bhp per ton
McLaren F1 ......................................550bhp per ton
Stuart’s Audi 90 ................................556bhp per ton
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Northampton, Stuart told him about his predicament and Will told 
him to bring it to him. That was the best decision Stuart could  
have made. 

VRS has a great reputation for building some of the most capable 
VAGs in the UK. Main man, Will, takes real pride in each car and 
this 90 became a true labour of love. 

“We decided to start from the arse-end and work forward to 
see what needed doing,” says Stuart. “I’d already had some welding 
done to the offside rear arch and the fuel pump area,” so the 
upgrades could begin. 

“The plan was to create a quick road car with 500-600bhp that 
looked stock, but could have a go at Porsche 911s and the like,” 
smiles Stuart. 

To say he’s nailed it is an understatement. In fact, I can’t think of 
many other cars that offer such ballistic performance, all wrapped 
up in such an innocent looking package. 

The heart of this ’80s powerhouse is the S2 engine. It was 
actually fitted by a previous owner, but has been completely re-
worked by VRS. You can see the full details in the spec panel at the 
end of the feature, but the highlights include a fully forged bottom 
end, beefy GTX3576 turbo, huge 1100cc injectors and a feature 
packed MoTec ECU mapped by the legend that is, Dave Rowe, 
from EPS. “There are nine boost settings,” says Stuart. “One to six 
are for regular super unleaded pump fuel; while seven to nine have 
advanced timing to allow race fuel to be used.” With nine different 
maps, there’s something for every situation, making this a very 

usable and drivable car. “You can just do 30mph with no bother,” 
says Stuart “and it’ll cruise in sixth on the motorway fine – you 
don’t get out of it with a headache!” But when you do want to 
drop the hammer, this 5-cylinder monster delivers a huge punch. 
Stuart continues, “Using it in the gears it’s savage – in third gear 
acceleration is brutal and it’ll hit 100mph plus (on a private road of 
course). A powerful engine is one thing, but unless you can get that 
power down, it’ll never make for a truly fast car. Fortunately, the 
chassis and drivetrain has been suitably beefed up to cope with  
all 668bhp. 

To transfer the power to the road, a B5 RS4 gearbox has been 
fitted. Mated to a VRS Northampton-spec 6-paddle clutch and 
flywheel, this thing properly hooks up and goes. With launch 
control and Toyo R888 rubber, acceleration is mind blowing. On 
many shoots it’s hard to get a feel for how a car actually performs, 
but as we’re at Santa Pod for the GTI Festival, I get to watch Stuart 
take it down the strip. 

Before Stuart hits the quarter-mile, he spends a few minutes 
prepping the car. By prepping, I mean removing seats. The rear 
bench is taken out, followed by the passenger leather Recaro. 
Incidentally, the front seats are from an RS2 and as Stuart says, 
“weigh a bloody ton!” 

He’s the first to admit he launches it sympathetically, but once 
it gets into its stride, this thing is quick. A few runs in the high 11s 
are respectable but, we all know there’s more to come. After a quick 

Left: Interior includes RS2 
seats Above right: 668bhp 
S2 power house Below: 
Classic ’80s profile
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chat with Will from VRS, Stuart uses launch control and nails an 
11.1sec pass. Impressive stuff – more so when you consider he then 
drove over 200 miles home afterwards. With some more practice, 
and an aggressive launch, this thing has the potential to dip into the 
10s – seriously impressive for a full road car. 

As he waits in the queue for his next run, Stuart spots a very tidy 
looking Ur-quattro and stops to chat to the owner. It turns out they 
know all the same people from the quattro Sport and S2 forums and 
spend a good 20 minutes chatting about their plans. Before long 
there’s a small crowd of onlookers. Seeing these two cars together 
is a rare treat; from middle-aged guys who owned one back in the 
day, to younger fellas that have been seduced by the iconic lines – 
everyone loves these ’80s treasures. 

The chassis has seen some extensive work to create something 
with contemporary handling. There are no off-the-shelf coilovers 
available for these things, so rather than go to the trouble and 
expense of having a bespoke set created, Stuart fitted S2 subframes. 
These allowed the well respected KW Variant 3s to be added. With 
two-degrees of negative camber, the turn in is crisp and sharp, 
making the already capable quattro handle amazingly well. 

The paintwork is best described as original. It has a certain 
patina that adds to the overall character of this car. There’s the odd 
mark and rust spot, but it’s authentic. Plus this saloon gets used. 
Hard. Although Stuart is planning to have a few bits tidied, it’ll 
remain original. “It still had the tow bar on until two weeks ago!” 
he reveals, “I only removed it cos it weighs 20kg.” Talking of weight, 
the kerb weight on this thing is just 1200kg. That gives a power to 
weight ratio of 556bhp per ton, that’s better than a Ferrari 458 and a 
McLaren F1. 

So what’s next for this 1980s sleeper? Well, after five years in 
build, Stuart plans to use it as much as he can. That means more 
quarter-mile runs, some track days and plenty of cross country runs 
on the road. “I’m going to have the leather removed from the front 
seats too,”says Stuart. “I’m not a fan of leather, plus these things get 
hot inside,” he laughs. With some tweed cloth to match the rears, 
this Audi 90 will look even more period correct, further cementing 
its status as one of the UK’s finest sleepers. 

It’s so good to see a car like this being kept alive, but more 
than that, being given a new lease of life thanks to modern tuning 
upgrades to create an absolute weapon.

SPECIFICATION
Audi 90 saloon 1986

Engine
S2 3B 2.2 20v turbo, overbored 0.5mm, Mahle pistons, 
forged steel rods, ported cylinder head, VRS-spec cams, 
stock valves with 5 angle seats, ARP head bolts with sport 
Quattro washers, VRS custom fuel injector rail, ASNU 
1100cc injectors, Audi 7A cam cover machined to accept 
B7 RS4 coil packs, ARP studs and nuts, Wagner inlet and 
exhaust manifolds, Turbosmart 50mm wastegate, 4-port 
boost control, GTX3576 turbo with 0.82 housing, VRS 
custom stepped ‘L-shaped intercooler with lightweight core, 
Turbosmart BOV, CatCams vernier pulley, motorsport kit 
sensors – fuel, oil, 4 bar map sensor, custom 65mm core 
rad, Kenlow fan, custom heat shielding, carbon/Kevlar 
cam pulley cover, custom VRS 3in exhaust and downpipe, 
19 row Setrab oil cooler, Aeroquip fittings, VRS custom 
breather tank, MoTec SLM shift light, MoTec M84 ECU, 
custom loom, mapped by Dave Rowe from EPS Motorsport, 
9 position adjustable boost, launch control, 2 stage anti-lag, 
full logging facility, custom VRS strut brace

Power
668bhp and 519lb/ft 

Transmission
6-speed B5 RS4 gearbox, VRS-spec 6-paddle clutch and 
flywheel, 16-row Mocal gearbox cooler just in front of drivers 
rear wheel

Brakes
Brembo custom calipers with 314mm discs (front), vented 
S8 mix rears 

Suspension
KW Variant 3 coilovers, S2 Coupe ABY subframes front and 
rear, Powerflex bushes, 2-degrees negative camber

Wheels and Tyres
Compomotive TH with Toyo R888 tyres

Interior
Leather RS2 Recaros up front, OMP dished suede steering 
wheel, SLM shiftlight, boost gauge, controls for launch con-
trol and anti-lag built into centre console, battery relocated 
to boot, fire extinguisher

Exterior
1985 4-door Audi 90 saloon, Aerocatches on bonnet, front 
slam panel modified to fit intercooler, original paintwork

Contacts/thanks
Will at VRS Northampton www.vrsnorthampton.com, Dave 
Rowe at EPS Motorsport www.epsmotorsport.com, my 
missus, my mum and dad, S2 and Classic Audi forums

Top: Stuart on 
his way to an 
11.1sec quarter

“It still had the 
tow bar until 
two weeks ago!”
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Not content with one stunning, tuned Misano red Audi, Joe 
Caudwell has gone and got himself another one – lovingly 

enhanced, of course…

Red Alert
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Right: A1 sits perfectly on fifteen52  
Turbomacs Below: Custom air-ride controller

“I saw this one in Misano red  
and had to have it”

Daily driver. It’s a term that’s become common among 
those of us that choose to seriously tune or modify our 
cars. It refers to a run around; something that you don’t 
really love as much as your real pride and joy. But, when 

you’re into Audis, it’s hard not to give your daily a bit of love, too.
For Joe Caudwell, a daily has always been essential. Regular 

readers will remember his stunning supercharged RS5 from the 
cover of issue 001. Now featuring air-ride, carbon rims and lots 
more, this RS is currently undergoing its second transformation 
ready for next year’s shows. So, in the meantime, Joe wanted 
something he could have a bit of fun in while it was at Plush 
Automotive and QS Tuning. “I had a Merc ML350 but it was a bit 
big for my missus to drive,” he says. “I’ve always liked the A1 and 
really fancied an S1, but because I need an auto the next best thing 
was the 1.4 TFSI.” Now, a 1.4 may not sound like much, but with a 
healthy 185ps out of the  box, they’re not exactly shy. What appealed 
most was the size. The diminutive A1 feels small and nimble – 
perfect for chucking about when the 600bhp RS is left at home. 

“I actually wanted a Daytona grey one,” admits Joe, “but then I 
saw this one in Misano red and had to have it. It’s just a coincidence 
it’s the exact same colour as my RS5,” he laughs. The ex-demo car 
from Huddersfield was only three-months old with 1,700 miles on 
the clock and came with a huge list of options – sunroof, nav and 
sports seats. “There must have been £5k of extras,”  says Joe. A deal 
was done and the second Misano red Audi joined the fleet.

Anyone who knows Joe will be well aware he’s passionate about 
making his cars his own. Sat next to the stunning RS5, the A1 
certainly needed some help – and Joe didn’t hang about. 
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Above: Air-ride kit is hidden away 
Left: Red seatbelts are a neat 
touch from Plush Automotive
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“Within 30mins of getting it 
home I’d removed the badges 

and fitted the RS grille”

‘Within 30 minutes of getting it home I’d removed the badges 
and fitted the RS grille.” He continues, “I actually bought the grille 
before I’d even got the car!”

Being another bright car, Joe wanted to add some more black 
to complement the red. So the roof, spoiler, boot and front centre 
splitter were wrapped in 3M gloss black, while the door mirrors 
were painted. With a real eye for the fine details, he then had the 
rear diffuser done. The A1 now looked much more aggressive and 
S1-like – but the ride height was letting it down. 

Rather than go for coilovers that would make the daily commute 
pretty harsh, he decided to fit air-ride. This would mean the best of 
both worlds; it could be raised up for the shocking UK roads, but 
then dropped down once parked up or at a show. Having gone for a 
Plush Automotive system on his RS5, Joe wanted a similar set up for 
the little A1. 

The kit is an Accuair e-level system, which is well proven, but 
the install had to be stealthy. “The boot’s small as it is, so I couldn’t 
afford to lose the space with the install.” So Luke and the crew 
worked hard to hide the twin compressors and other kit away in 
the spare wheel well. It’s all really neatly done and allows the car to 

be used for its main duties, including getting Joe to his wheelchair 
basketball training each week. 

And so to the wheels. Joe had been so sure he was getting an A1 
that he’d already ordered the 9x18in fifteen52s! That’s dedication 
for you. “I had to pre-order them and they only came in white or 
silver,” he recalls “so I thought I’d try white and paint them.” Thing 
is as soon as they were offered up, Joe loved them. They certainly 
pop against the bright red paintwork, and although they’re a bugger 
to keep clean, they look fantastic. A bit of rolling to the arches to 
ensure no scrubbage and all was good. The white wheels gave Joe 
another idea. “I thought I’d try a white Audi badge on the front, but 
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JOE’S RS5
We featured Joe’s RS5 in the very first edition of 
AudiTuner. The supercharged V8 beast made a 
very healthy 644bhp and featured an insanely loud 
HMS exhaust system that sounds like a Nascar 
on steroids. One of the finest tuned Audis on the 
UK show scene, it’s now packing air-ride and a set 
of stunning carbon-lipped Avant Garde alloys. But 
there’s more to come – the RS is booked in with 
QS Tuning for some carbon ceramic rear brakes 
to match the fronts, then it’s off to Luke at Plush 
Automotive for an interior make over. We’ll be  
re-featuring it as soon as it’s ready.

1.4 now kicks out a 
claimed 228bhp



SPECIFICATION
Audi A1 1.4 TFSI
 
Engine
1.4 TFSI with RaceChip Pro2 tuning box 

Power
228bhp & 313Nm (claimed by RaceChip)

Transmission
6-speed S-tronic

Brakes
EBC drilled discs with Brembo pads fitted all around (OEM 
sizes), calipers painted gold

Suspension
Accuair e-level with HP Drive Tech struts

Wheels and tyres
9x18in fifteen52 ‘Ken Block’ Turbomacs ET42 with 
215/35x18 Goodyear eagle F1

Interior
Supersports seats, full leather heated fronts, sat nav, Bose 
DAB radio, panoramic sunroof, LED interior, red seat belts, 
stealth Plush Automotive air-ride install in boot floor

Exterior
RS-style front grille, de-badged rear wiper removed, gel 
resin number plates, mirrors, front fog surrounds and rear 
diffuser painted gloss black, white LED fogs, roof, spoiler, 
boot and front centre splitter wrapped in 3M gloss black, 
white front Audi badge, full car sealed in carbon collective 
‘oracle’ ceramic coating

Contacts/thanks
Plush Automotive www.plush-automotive.co.uk, Xenonz 
UK www.xenonz.co.uk, QS Tuning www.qstuning.com, 
Trimsport (fifteen52) www.trimsport.co.uk

Above: Mean and 
moody A1
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I couldn’t find one.” So he called Xenonz UK and they pulled out all 
the stops to make one up and get it to him in time for the Fitted UK 
show. A sterling effort, chaps.

Inside, the A1 was well equipped and featured the rare 
Supersports seats, so Joe has merely added a splash of red here and 
there, plus a set of red seat belts. 

With a 600bhp RS5 for those times when he needs some speed 
thrills, the A1 was never going to be hugely tuned. That said, an 
MTM M-Cantronic module is due to be fitted by QS Tuning when 
he takes the A1 and RS5 in for some work. In the meantime, he’s 
running a RaceChip Pro2 tuning box, which claims to give 228bhp, 
although Joe says it feels more like 210-215bhp.  Either way, over 
200bhp in relatively small car is decent enough. “I really like it, it’s 
so small it feels like a go kart,” he says.   

And there we have it. Joe now has a pair of Misano red twins in 
his garage. One balls-out V8 monster for the days he wants to go 
and play, and a nicely upgraded daily that can still put a smile on his 
face. The best of both worlds? You betcha!
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ANOTHER LEVEL
There are few things in life as satisfying as a surcharged V8 and this 

593bhp B7 RS4 is one of the finest in the world…
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E
ver noticed how some elements of a car’s 
mechanical makeup come bundled with 
emotional ties? Okay, so we’re not suggesting 
that people go weak at the knees at the sight 
of an inlet manifold or a coked-up EGR valve 
but, it’s undoubtedly true that, certain bits of 
engineering hardware have transcended being 
mere parts and components and are now fully 

paid up things of beauty. Want an example? Well how about the V8. 
No other engine comes packaged with so much emotional 

baggage; even people who couldn’t give a stuff about cars (much less 
the box of quickly rotating parts that power them) know that a V8 is 
intrinsically cool, and a much better prospect than a rattly old four 
pot. Another example is the supercharger. 

This is a bit of kit that’s been around almost as long as the 
internal combustion engine and has since been usurped by the 
turbo in terms of mainstream production cars, yet the supercharger, 
for some reason, is still a much, much cooler bit of kit.

Where are we going with all this? Well the B7 RS4 you see here 
boasts both a stonking 4.2 V8 and, thanks to the guys at APR, a 
supercharger slung over the side. The lucky owner is one Lee Wong 

and, as you perhaps might’ve guessed, he’s something of a fan of 
both belted forced induction setups and big V8s.

“I’ve a Ur-quattro that I’ve had for years and will never sell, so 
when the time came to get something fast, capable and with a 
manual transmission, the RS4 was always under consideration,” he 
explains. “I do like a V8 and the 4.2 has certainly proved its worth 
over the years.”

Lee took delivery of his B7 back in 2010 and though undoubtedly 
impressed with the car and its performance, the tuner within him 
couldn’t leave well enough alone. Initially disappointed with the 
range of go-faster options available on the aftermarket, Lee instead 
opted to fit a throaty de-cat Milltek exhaust system and a panel 
filter. Granted, these changes didn’t exactly add much in the way of 
sheer grunt, but they did help the RS inhale and exhale a little freer 
and resulted in a seriously evocative exhaust note.

The months rolled on and Lee got to know his latest purchase 
and appreciate its innate, performance-focused character but, the 
desire for more power refused to diminish. Luckily, by this point it 
was 2011, and the aftermarket had expanded to cater for Ingolstadt’s 
BMW-basher, most notably with the appearance of APR’s much 
vaunted supercharger kit. 
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Left: Carbon 
intakes Below: APR 
supercharger install gives 
almost 600bhp

Left: 9x20in BBS CH-R 
rims and monster 12-pot 
Tarox brakes
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“Driving it with the supercharger 
is just effortless as there’s so much 

power available... ”

Immaculate and 
OEM inside

Wing-back Recaros  
– still the best seats

This B7 just oozes 
latent aggression

Chances are that most of you reading this will be well aware 
of both the potent performance potential of this offering and the 
fact that the kit includes everything needed to get your B7 making 
frankly ridiculous numbers but, it’s worth pointing out just how 
comprehensive an offering it is. 

Lee plumped for a ’charger, bespoke inlet manifold and charge 
cooler setup, all encased in one stunning, carbon fibre box, then left 
it under the careful control of a JBR CustomCode map. Factor in 
the Milltek exhaust system (and the uprated Sachs clutch for peace 
of mind) and Lee was left with a very handy 593.8bhp, a figure the 
forced induction setup was capable of delivering at just 7psi. 

“Driving it with the supercharger is just effortless as there’s 
so much power available and it’s all so usable,” Lee explains with 
a grin. “It makes peak boost at 3000rpm or so, so if you need to 
overtake on the motorway you can just put your foot down and it 
will just go; no need to change down and floor it... unless I want to 
hear that addictive noise!”

Since the kit was fitted there have been a number of 
developments and upgrades from the folks at APR and Lee is in the 
process of swapping his management for another, with the aim of 
seeing a fraction more power and more ‘shove’ at the top of the  
rev range. 

All that power is routed through a stock transmission setup, bar 

the Sachs clutch of course, and it’s testament to the in built strength 
of the quattro four-wheel drive system and the Audi boffins that it’s 
been able to handle so much extra power without breaking a sweat. 

When it comes to the exterior, it’s hard to argue against the fact 
that Audi did a damn good job when it came to styling this car. Any 
aftermarket additions run the risk of at best tainting its looks, at 
worst, downright ruining them. Still, Lee’s done a good job here; the 
Vorsteiner carbon fibre bonnet and Seibon boot really do work and 
work well, partly because the car they’re bolted to wears subtle  
grey paint. 

“The bonnet actually came all the way from Hungary, from 
another supercharged RS4,” Lee explains. “It’d been messed around 
with though and someone had stuck a plastic scoop on it... not a 
great look. I had to have another, one-off carbon fibre scoop made 
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This RS4 handles 
like it’s on rails...
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SPECIFICATION
Audi RS4 B7

Engine
Audi 4163cc V8 FSI 32v DOHC, 84.5x92.8mm bore x 
stroke, with APR Stage 3 supercharger kit comprising, 
chargecooler, matched inlet manifold and supercharger, 
Milltek valved un-resonated exhaust, Pipercross carbon 
fibre induction kit, CustomCode software

Transmission
6-speed manual with Sachs clutch/single-mass flywheel, 
OEM quattro differentials and four-wheel drive system

Brakes
Front: Tarox 12-pot calipers and 400mm discs, uprated 
pads. Rear: Tarox 4-pot calipers and Tarox discs, with 
uprated pads

Suspension
Bilstein PSS9S coilovers all round 

Wheels and tyres
9x20in BBS CH-R alloys with Continental ContiSportContact  
255/30 tyres

Exterior
B7 Audi RS4 in Daytona grey, Vorsteiner carbon fibre 
bonnet, Seibon carbon fibre boot lid

Interior
Complete RS4 leather interior with wing-back Recaros

THANKS
APR UK www.goapr.co.uk, Keith Lucas at APR USA www.
goapr.com, Martin Adams at Unit20 www.unit20.org, James 
Silverstone at JBS Auto Designs/CustomCode www.
jbsautodesigns.co.uk. Frank Loughlin at Obsessive Detail 
UK, Julian Loose at Dub Fiction

Top: Front end 
means business  
Above: Carbon 
boot is very cool

up to make it look acceptable.”
Other exterior tweaks have been equally subtle, with those 

9x20in BBS CH-R wheels being perhaps the most obvious 
deviation from stock Audi spec and not something Lee took lightly, 
particularly as the factory-fitted RS4 alloys are so well liked. 

Of course having a whisker under 600bhp at your beck and 
call is brilliant but, it does place extra stress (and importance) on 
both the suspension and brake setups. Lee’s spent time and money 
improving both, with the latter taken care of with Bilstein PSS9 
coilovers, wound down just enough to lend the RS4 a touch more 
aggression. Stopping duties are now ably handled by a totally 
overhauled brake setup and to term it merely ‘uprated’ is probably 
doing both it and Lee something of a disservice! Peek behind the 
cross-spokes of those BBS alloys and you’ll be greeted by simply 
massive Tarox twelve-pot calipers and suitably massive 400mm 
discs, with a similar, albeit slightly more modestly sized, setup at 
the rear. They certainly look impressive.  

So, what’s next? Well, Lee freely admits that part of the reason 
for him choosing the APR supercharger in the first place was their 
reputation for safe, reliable mapping and careful development. With 
the kit now run in and performing very well indeed, he’s decided 
that the time is right to push for more power. APR now offer an 
even more extreme supercharger conversion kit and it’d be churlish 
not to take advantage of this, particularly as Lee’s already equipped 
his car with all the supporting hardware it needs to make the most 
of that performance potential. 

What’s cooler than a V8? A V8 equipped with a screaming 
supercharger. What’s cooler still? A V8 with an even bigger 
supercharger – we can’t wait to see how this build progresses.
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Words Davy Lewis Photography Matt Dear

REPPIN’ MOBILE
When you run your own company specialising in high-quality air-ride and 

interior upgrades, your daily driver needs to be something a bit special…
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Right: Mean front end  
and stunning interior 

W ithout wishing to resort to clichés and stereotypes, 
I think it’s pretty fair to say that a great deal (but 
certainly not all) C7 A6s are company cars. You 
can see lots of these big, executive four-doors 

bombing up and down motorways; often with a suit jacket hanging 
in the back. From photocopier salesman, to self-employed financial 
advisors, the A6 makes a lot of sense. You can get some cracking 
PCP and business lease deals on the saloons, and with the 2.0 TDI 
Ultra models, decent performance and cheap tax. The S-line and 
Black Editions look fantastic and are well equipped, too. However, 
you don’t expect to see a 20-year old driving one of these Audis. 

And you certainly don’t expect to see one that’s been as well 
modified as this one.

So, is the owner, Henry, a sales rep with a very understanding 
fleet manager that lets him mess with this car? Of course not. 
Henry runs his own company – Riiva Design.

The Leicestershire-based outfit specialise in styling upgrades, in 
particular interiors and air-ride. With a background in converting 
T5 campers, it was a natural progression for Henry to get into boot 
builds for air-ride. You may question why he didn’t go for an RS6 – 
after all this is the ultimate incarnation of the A6. For starters he’s 
only 20; he also does a lot of miles each year and even a used C7 
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RS6 is well over £50k. He also does some racing in the VW Cup, so 
gets his fix of high octane action on the track. For his daily driver 
and company demo car, he wanted something big, good looking 
and refined. That’ll be an A6, then.

“I had a B8 A4 avant, but wanted something larger,” recalls 
Henry. “I initially looked for an avant, but then I saw this in grey 
and had to have it.” The two-year old TDI S-line came with lots of 
options and would make a perfect base for his project. 

“I drove it for just a day before I got it on the ramps,” he smiles. 
The plan was to drop it as low as possible on air-ride and create 

something special in the boot to show what his company can do. 
With so many cars running similar set ups out there, Henry had 
to think hard to be different. It helped that he managed to get his 
hands on one of only a handful of brand new AirLift Performance 
3H management kits that allows total control and adjustment of 
both height and pressure. 

“Fitting air-ride to an A6 is different than, say a Golf,” says 
Henry, “ they have more complex set ups with double wishbones 



“I drove it for just a day before I got it on the ramps...”
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Above: Air tank built into 
the boot lid Bottom left to 
right: Full red leather re-trim 
transforms this A6



SPECIFICATION
Audi A6 C7 TDI S-line

Engine
2.0 TDI with a remap

Brakes
Stock

Suspension
AirLift Performance set up with brand new 3H height and 
pressure management, adjustable camber arms at rear

Wheels and tyres
10x21in Rotiform CCV with 265/30x21 Michelin Pilot 
SuperSport

Interior
RS4 front seats re-trimmed in red leather with Alcantara 
backs, red leather steering wheel, red Alcantara door cards, 
interior plastics done in red, full boot install with compressor 
tank mounted on boot lid

Exterior
RS-style front grille, arches rolled and pulled, custom front 
splitter, grille surround and window trims done in black, cut 
down number plates

Contacts/thanks
Riiva Design www.riivadesign.co.uk, Rotiform  
www.rotiform.com

Top Take off! 
Above: New 3H 
controller
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etc.” He reckons the entire air install took about a week. 
Pop your head inside this A6 and you’d be forgiven for thinking 

it was some sort of RS special edition. There’s swathes of red leather 
as far as the eye can see, from the retro-fitted RS4 wing back front 
seats; even the flat-bottom steering wheel and gear gaitor have been 
re-trimmed to match. The door cards are finished in red Alcantara 
and much of the plastics are now red too. It looks and smells like a 
very high-end cabin and is one of the best features of the car. 

When it came to deciding what wheels to run, Henry had an 
ace up his sleeve. “I spoke to Brian from Rotiform and he agreed 
to sell me his own personal set of CCVs off his A7,” he comments. 
The gargantuan 10x21in alloys took some work to get on, including 
fitting adjustable camber arms on the rear, plus pulling the arches 
and modifying thee rear brakes, but they certainly look the part. 

This A6 is one of those cars that, on the face it, doesn’t have a 
huge list of upgrades. But, it manages to have maximum impact, 
which is exactly what Henry wanted. As the demo car for Riiva 
Design it fulfils the brief perfectly and will keep him happy until 
such time as an S or RS badged Audi replaces it. 

As company cars go, it’s up there with some of the best – and not 
a suit jacket in sight!
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S1 E2 Pikes Peak replica at Rallyday 2015, photographed by Davy Lewis
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Words Jamie Arkle Photography Ade Brannan 

HARDCORE HYBRID
The need for a reliable, dependable daily driver doesn’t necessarily mean 

giving up fast car ownership, you just need to pick your project wisely. We get 
the low down on Dougie Millar’s manic, TTE420 S3

AUDI S3 8P
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“I actually started out as a fully paid up Honda fan; I’ve had 
a lot of Civics over the years and would defend them to 
the death... but it got to the point where I was sick of 
having my spine shaken to bits every day on my way  

to work.”
Perhaps not the words you’d expect to hear from the mouth of 

the owner of the stunning S3 you see before you, and certainly not 
the kind of introduction you’d normally read in the world’s premier 
performance Audi publication, but they do help to illustrate how 
much Dougie Millar loves this car. 

Bought midway through 2013 as a fast, reliable all rounder, 
the S3 quickly became a source of great pride and more than a 
little financial investment, with the modifications starting almost 
immediately. Indeed, the car boasted a remapped ECU and a 
few other minor tweaks before Dougie even got his name on the 
logbook, so there really was only one way it was going to progress. 

Of course we’re blessed with myriad options when it comes to 
making our Audis that bit more powerful and Dougie could’ve used 
uprated parts from any number of tuners, but his decision to plump 
for the guys at TTE (The Turbo Engineers) has certainly proved 
to be a wise one. This is a build that’s truly defined by that hybrid 
turbo setup, one that’s resulted in truly astonishing performance 
and the kind of brute force that’s normally reserved for high-end 
Italian exotica. 

“Over the years this car has morphed into something of an 
unofficial demo car for TTE, but at the start it really was a bit of an 
unknown,” recalls Dougie. “I’m fairly certain this was the first UK 
car with one of their hybrid turbo setups, and though there were a 
number of European cars using the kit to good effect, I was never 
sure exactly how comparable they really were.”

The unit in question is actually a TTE420 hybrid with ported 
exhaust outlets, an impressively engineered bit of kit that, when 
combined with the equally trick Stage 2+ map and supporting 
fuelling and cooling upgrades, helps this demure looking S3 make 
a hefty 427bhp and 445lb/ft. Not only are those impressive power 
figures, they’re achieved in a manner that doesn’t compromise the 
car’s usability. Power comes in fairly low down and peak boost isn’t 

Top Yellow Speed 6-pots Middle: It 
sits well on KW V3s Above:  

Revo PCV revamp kit
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“Wayne at APR wants me to test the 
new TTE420-specific APR file”
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THE METAL
so far up the range as to render the S3 ‘peaky’ and suited only for flat 
out circuit blasts; real world performance and everyday drivability is 
very much the order of the day. 

“Those figures were achieved before I fitted the de-cat and water/
meth injection though, so I’m hoping for a bit more in the future,” 
explains Dougie. “The difference in performance really was massive 
though, truly night and day, and I’d say that the TTE420 hybrid is 
the best way to spend your money if you’re interested in tuning 
your S3.” 

A water-methanol injection kit has since found its way into the 
mix, essential for keeping intake temperatures nice and low and 
for making the most of all that turbo setup, but also something of 
a trouble spot to begin with. Dougie started out with a kit from the 
US and set about the tricky, frustrating job of fitting it to his car 
(“it wasn’t easy – the instructions were infuriatingly vague”), only 
for the pump and control unit to fail in quick succession! It didn’t 

take all that long for Dougie to swap it for a similar (albeit far better 
designed) kit from Devil’s Own, a dvc-30 progressive system with 
dual nozzle upgrade. 

“Hopefully I’ll get a bit more power soon; Wayne at APR UK 
wants me to test the new TTE420-specific APR file they have 
developed and chances are it’ll be on the car by the time you read 
this, so the figures are set to change.”

All that power being sent through a bog-standard transmission 
was always going to make for an ‘interesting’ (and probably short 
lived) driving experience, so Dougie took the logical step of 
swapping in an upgraded clutch pack at the same time. The Loba 
Motorsport clutch and single-mass flywheel are rated for 500lb/
ft and have so far proved their worth, with Dougie reporting no 
issues whatsoever – and that’s despite a punishing schedule of daily 
driving and more than a few exuberant launches at Crail! 

“After I’d had it all set up and knew it was happy making that 
much power, I decided I’d better look at uprating the brakes and 
suspension, hence why I’ve spent so much time on the chassis side 
of things.”

Dougie’s done far more than merely fit some stiffer springs and 
dampers, he really has gone to town. Peek under those arches and 
you’ll find high-end KW V3 coilovers, fully adjustable and very 
capable bits of kit by anyone’s standards. They’re backed up by a 
Whiteline anti-lift kit, steering rack mount, bump steer correction 
kit and drop links, beefy H&R ARBs front and rear, SuperPro 
camber adjustable ball joints and a full set of polybushes. There’s no 

“I’d say that the TTE420 hybrid 
is the best way to spend your 

money tuning your S3”
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Above: Dougie has 
created a stunning S3 
Left: Inside it’s all OEM

Below Left: Gauges 
aplenty Below: 
Water-meth kit is in 
the boot
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SPECIFICATION
Audi S3 8P

Engine 
1984cc DOHC 16v with 82.5x92.8mm bore x stoke, OE 
internals, TTE420 hybrid turbo with ported exhaust outlets, 
CTS Turbo turbo spacer, turbo outlet pipe, throttle pipe and 
cold air intake, Airtec stage 2 FMIC, Devils Own dvc-30 
progressive water-meth injection system with dual nozzle 
upgrade, APR runner flap delete and high-pressure fuel 
pump, RS4 FPR, CTS turbo heat shield, Rev D diverter 
valve Revo PCV revamp kit, 3in custom downpipe and 
de-cat, 2.75in unresonated Milltek cat-back, Pipercross 
200mm filter, Audi R8 oil cap, NGK Iridium X 8 plugs Millers 
motorsport grade CFS 5w-40 fully synth, Stage 2+ map 

Power
427bhp and 445lb/ft

Transmission
OE Haldex Traction four-wheel drive system, Loba 
Motorsport clutch and single-mass flywheel conversion, 
Sachs master and slave cylinder

Suspension
KW Variant 3 coilovers, THS engine and transmission 
mounts, Whiteline anti-lift kit, bump-steer correction kit, 
adjustable front and rear drop links and steering rack mount, 
full set of Powerflex polybushes, H&R 24mm (front) and 
26mm (rear) ARBs, SuperPro front camber adjustable ball 
joints, replacement stock top mounts, THS dogbone insert

Brakes
Front: Yellow Speed six-pot calipers with 370mm two-piece 
discs, HEL braided lines, Rear: OE calipers with Pagid 
discs, ATE pads, HEL braided lines 

Wheels and tyres
8x18in Speedline Turini alloys, 12mm (front) and 15mm 
(rear) spacers, Falken 215/45x18 tyres

Exterior
2006 Audi S3 in black, private short plate, de-wipered rear 
window, de-badged boot, custom RS3 grille

Interior 
Stock S3 interior, water-methanol gauge 

THANKS 
Simon at The Turbo Engineers, www.theturboengineers.
com, Mark at Brotek www.brotek.co.uk, Stan and Campbell 
at Ecotune Glasgow www.ecotune.com, Davie at Autohous 
Edinburgh, Dave Henderson for fitting so much of the 
hardware, Wayne at APR UK www.goapr.co.uk

Top: A highly 
capable S3

doubt that the S3 is a handy bit of kit in factory form, but Dougie’s 
well and truly taken this to another level. The result is a focused, 
precise and very usable car, perfectly capable of exploiting every last 
one of its 427bhp. 

It’s a similar story with the brakes, with massive 370mm two-
piece discs and six-pot Yellow Speed calipers (just about) squeezed 
behind 18in Speedline Turini alloys. The rears now feature Pagid 
discs and ATE pads, while braided HEL lines wind their way round 
the car; it’s an effective setup and, much like the suspension, it 
allows Dougie to push on, confident that if something should go 
awry he’s still got something in reserve. 

The 8P S3 is one of those models that serves to remind us how 
quickly time passes. Maybe it’s just us here at AudiTuner but it 
doesn’t seem like all that long ago since these cars were brand new 
and being offered from Audi forecourts across the UK. It’s a shock 
then to discover that Dougie’s example was registered at the start of 
2007 – and yet it still looks box fresh! 

“It was actually in pretty good order when I first bought it, 
certainly most of the paint was salvageable and the panels were 
dent-free,” explains Dougie. “The only areas of concern were 
the front and rear bumpers, with both having been chipped and 
scratched at some point.”

Evidently something of a clean-freak when it comes to cars, 
Dougie wasted no time in getting stuck in, spending a considerable 
amount of time machine polishing and correcting the paint. The 
results are clear to see and it’s no exaggeration to say that this 
might just be one of the cleanest S3s in the country. This is only 
emphasised by the carefully considered, minimal tweaks that 
Dougie’s made to the car’s exterior. Aside from the de-badged boot 
lid, custom front grille and short plate, it’s pretty much as Audi 
intended, and that’s no bad thing in our book. 

It’s easy to take for granted how accomplished and polished 
modern performance Audis are, and often the penny only truly 
drops when you jump behind the wheel of an offering from a  
rival manufacturer. 

Dougie’s not ashamed to admit that though he’ll always have a 
soft spot for fast Hondas, it’s the S3 that’s truly captured his heart 
and enabled him to run a blisteringly fast car as a dependable daily 
driver. In truth, we’ve never had it so good! 
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SHOW TIME

Rallyday is one of the best events in the UK 
today. Where else can you find stunning, 
tuned road cars, parked up next to heroes 
from the halcyon days of ’80s Group B 

excess? Although there’s every conceivable make 
and model of rally car at the event, there’s always a 
staunch contingent of Audis.  
 But this year was extra special. 

To celebrate 15 years of the show, the new 
organisers, Castle Combe, pulled out all the stops. 
This included gathering one of the most mouth 
watering collections of super-rare Audis you’ll 
ever see.

Now, most of us would feel lucky to see just 
one original Sport quattro at a show. Well how 
about four of them!? That’s right, four of Audi’s 
homologation specials were neatly parked up – 
two white, one red, and one an ultra-rare black 
model. They all had Swiss plates on and they were 
all a bit grimy.

You can read more in the box out later on, 
suffice to say, I spent well over an hour chatting 
to these guys, including the lucky man that owns 
two of them (plus another one at home!).

The great thing about Rallyday is the 
atmosphere. Everyone is smiling and there for 

the cars. There’s nothing but mutual respect, no 
matter what marque you’re into – other shows 
could learn a lot from these guys. 

Best of all is that many of these often priceless 
cars are there to be used in anger. A special stage 
is set up on the circuit and they get driven as they 
were intended. Okay, perhaps not quite with 
the zeal and commitment of someone like Ari 
Vatanen (he was the star guest by the way), but 
still with some spirit. 

I managed to get very close to the stunning S1 
E2 Pikes Peak replica as it launched off the line 
and the warble from that five-pot gave me goose 
bumps every time. Like me, you’ve probably spent 
too much time on YouTube watching these things 
being driven hard, but to actually see and hear one 
up close is a true privilege, and something every 
Audi fan should experience. 

Just like rallying, the fans are able to get close to 
the cars, so there are plenty of doors and bonnets 
open, with the owners all more than happy to chat 
about their cars. 

Rallyday is a fantastic event, held at a lovely, 
friendly circuit, deep in the heart of the verdant 
Wiltshire countryside. Make sure you pay a visit 
next year!

RALLYDAY 2015
One of our favourite shows turns out to be another corker – with some extra 

special Audi guests too…

Words & Photography Davy Lewis
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Baby got rims!

Another quattro 
prepares for the 

special stage
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SHOW TIME

THE SPORT QUATTROS
One of the most iconic and rare 
Audis ever made, the short Sport is 
guaranteed to draw a crowd. But to see 
four of them was almost unbelievable. I 
spoke to the guys who arranged the trip 
over as part of Sport quattro Club for 
their annual bash in the UK.  
 These guys drove from Switzerland 
in what must have been one of the 
most epic road trips ever. Each car is 

unique and original, save for some 
minor updates here and there. To have 
seen this quartet of quattro hammering 
along a UK country road must have 
been truly awesome.  
 The black car is one of only two 
officially made and was an ex-Audi 
press car. Part of its job was to be 
driven by none other than Walter Röhrl 
and the owner even had a picture to 

prove it. That kind of info can only add 
to the already lofty value of this thing. 
In fact there was around 1 million Euros 
worth of Audis here and they’re all 
used, not locked away.   
 As if things couldn’t get any better, 
the arrival of their friends with two, 
stunning S1 E2 Group B replicas on the 
back of a lorry sent the crowd into a 
camera phone frenzy. What a day. 

Black Sport quattro is one 
of just two ever made and 
was driven by Walter Röhrl
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White Sport has 
Compomotive reps 

of OE Speedlines
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SHOW TIME

Stunning S1 E2 and 
Ari Vatanen (below) 



SCORPION S1 EXHAUST UPGRADE COMPRISES TURBO DOWNPIPE 
AND SPORTS CAT OR DE-CAT SECTION. CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO 

TAILPIPE TRIM OPTIONS - THE ‘MONACO’ FOR A MORE O.E. LOOK, 
OR THE WIDER BORED ‘DAYTONA’ (PICTURED). 

FIND YOUR NEAREST DEALER AT:  WWW.SCORPION-EXHAUSTS.COM

STAY CONNECTED TO RED POWER.

THE        RIGINAL
The Original, and still the best.

During the 80’s the original Audi S1 dominated rallying and inspired a 
generation with fire spitting all wheel drive action, and its trademark 
whistling-chirping-crackling soundtrack.

Now S1 is back. And with it an exhaust upgrade from the company who 
defined production based track-to-road tuning. A brand new system, 
hand crafted from the finest materials and bristling with the motorsport 
performance, sound and spirit you only get when running on Red Power.

With Scorpion, the new S1 Quattro becomes 
every bit as exhilarating as the original.

// AUDI S1

Scorpion FP Audi Tuner ad Feb'15.indd   1 27/02/2015   14:19
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AT PROFILE

Chances are, even if you 
don’t know about Plush 
Automotive, you’ll have 
seen one of their cars. 

Main man, Luke Massey, has been 
producing stunning builds since 
2006 and has become the go-to 
man for sumptuous interiors and 
innovative air installs. Plush did 
the world’s first ever RS5, RS6 
and R8 on air, and have become 
synonymous with high-end Audis. 
Luke is also one of the nicest guys 
in the business and puts his heart 
and soul into every job. 

So how did the Leicestershire 
lad grow to become one of the 
UK’s premier Audi enhancement 
specialists?  We went to visit his 
stunning new workshop to  
find out…

Class 
Act

Plush Automotive 
have made a name for 
themselves as the go-to 
specialists for high-end 
Audi builds; we find out 
what makes these guys 

so well respected…

Words Davy Lewis 
Photography A J Walker

Top: Luke Massey started Plush ten years 
ago Main image: High-end Audis make 
up much of the business Bottom left to 

right: Everything is done in house, from re-
trimming, to air-ride and tuning work
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AT PROFILE

Right: Now that’s what you 
call a tool chest set up

AT: Tell us how Plush Automotive began…
LM: I was trained at an interior trimming 
company; we used to do the contract for 
Noble cars. From here I left to become 
an auto electrician and before long I was 
asked by a few people if I could do their 
cars. So in 2006 I decided to make it a full 
time job. My first project was a purple 106 
that was on the cover of Redline magazine 
back in the day!

AT: So it began pretty small then?
LM: Yes, it was just me for five years, doing 
all the work, from the garage at the back of 
my dad’s shop. Then about four years ago 
we made the shop bigger and that’s when 
the air-ride really started to take off. 

AT: Tell us about the new place…
LM: Last year I decided to create a purpose 
built workshop that would create the 
right impression for some of the high-
end clients we deal with, and give us 
somewhere great to work from. I’m still in 
the same place, it’s just changed a lot.

AT: You’ve become known for working on 
Audis; why do you think they’re so popular?

LM: It’s a good question. They’re really 

desirable cars and after we did some high 
profile projects like Wayne Simpson’s R8, 
word spread. To be fair we’ve worked on 
everything from A1s, to Q3s, all the way 
up to RS6s and R8s – in fact the only Audi 
we’ve not done so far is an RS7. 

AT: You’ve become known for fitting air-ride, 
but you do a lot more don’t you…

LM: Yes we do. Obviously the air-ride side 
of things is still very big for us, but we offer 
a full range of custom upgrades. From full 
interior re-trims; to high-end wheels from 
Avant Garde; Akrapovic exhausts and our 
new range of carbon fibre parts, which will 
be available soon. We don’t just do air-ride 
though, we also fit coilovers – whatever 

the customer wants. 
AT: You’re quite busy then?

LM: We certainly are. There’s a minimum 
of a two-month waiting list on air-ride and 
interior trimming, but I want to be in a 
position where I have lots of stock on the 
shelf, so that customers can visit, choose 
the parts they like, then we’ll fit them. So 
there’s no pre-ordering or long lead times. 

AT: Tell us about the carbon parts…
LM: We can cover pretty much anything 
you like in carbon skin and we use 
the OEM parts so it’s all high quality. I 
currently have a set of RS6 roof rails being 
done as well as interior grab handles – it’s 
all about the details. I also have a fair few 
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 Left: New workshop is 
very, er, Plush! Right: AirLift 

is one of Plush’s chosen 
brands Bottom left to right: 

Plush specialise in bespoke 
interiors, including boot builds

sets of RS4 seats and a pair of these will 
be done with carbon backs. You can’t 
get these as an option on the RS6, so I’m 
working on a way to retrofit them and get 
them trimmed to match the rears with the 
hexagonal design. We also do carbon air 
tanks, which have sold really well. 

AT: Sounds exciting...
LM: Yes, I’d like to get to the stage where 
we’re creating Plush Edition Audis. So 
we buy in a car, then fit a set of wheels, 
suspension, exhaust, then re-trim the 
interior, add some carbon parts and sell 
it as a complete package. A lot of people 
want the individual look and they’re 
prepared to pay for it. 

AT: What’s been your favourite Audi project 
so far?

LM: I really liked Wayne’s R8 – I thought 
that was the pinnacle when we first did it. 
But then the C7 RS6 that you featured on 
issue 004’s cover came to me and that was 
a great feeling!

AT: Scott’s RS6 has gone down a storm 
at shows this year, it’s been a great advert 
for you guys. I have to ask, what’s it like 
removing the dash from a £100k RS6?

LM: You know what; it’s just the same 
as an older A3. I know Audis inside out 
now and I like to think we’ve earned the 
right to be able to do things like this. At 
the end of the day, they’re all the same 

underneath!
AT: It’s fair to say you like Audis then…

LM: I do. I had a B7 RS4 avant that I really 
went to town on. It had a full custom 
interior, supercharger and put us on the 
map with the Audi guys. I must have done 
ten B7s off the back of that car. 

AT: What’s the next project?
LM: I’m actually hoping to pick up a C7 
RS6 tomorrow! The plan is to get it in 
the workshop and transform it over a 
weekend. I’ll be fitting air, Avant Garde 
wheels, an Akrapovic exhaust, then 
looking to re-trim it and fit the RS4 seats, 
plus lots of carbon bits. 

AT: We look forward to seeing it.

Contact
www.plush-automotive.co.uk
www.plushdirect.co.uk (mail order shop)
#plushautomotive
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PROJECTS

Project builds are great to follow but, as 
anyone that’s been involved with a project 
will know, things get delayed and plans 

change. So some of the cars we began 
following have gone quiet. It’s not because 
we’ve forgotten them, just that progress 

has been slow. So, here’s a quick update on 
where the cars are currently at…

PROJECTS UPDATES
A quick recap on what’s happening to some of the cars we were following in  
earlier issues of AudiTuner

Revo’s A3 track car
We introduced this A3 2.0 TFSI quattro in issue 001 and the 
‘budget’ track car build has progressed somewhat. We left it 
in issue 005 with the car ready to go for paint, but since then 
it’s had a packed schedule of testing. The good news is that it’s 
almost finished, so we’ll be running a full feature and track test 
on this big turbo A3 very soon.

MRC Tuning’s RS6
The big RS6 appeared in issue 003 where we introduced Doug 
Bennett’s new family run around. We tested it with its 725ps 
remap and were blown away by its o-60mph time of 2.9sec. 
Since then Doug has been flat out with customer cars – add to 
this the fact he’s been playing with his RS2 as well as the now 
twin supercharged R8, and it’s clear to see why the RS6 has not 
made any progress. But with news of MRC’s first 1000ps+ C6 RS 
(see news) I think we can see where this will be going next…

Revolution’s RS4
With initial plans to get the RS4 ready for a trip to the 
Nürburgring, Glenn from Revolution got snowed under with 
work and he missed his weekend at the Nordschleife. Then after 
a shoulder operation, he’s been out of action, so the RS has been 
parked up. But fear not! He’s on the mend and the big V8 will be 
back next month with some fresh upgrades.



Finally some curves 
worth discussing.

www.bilstein.com • 0116 247 8930

With over 50 years of experience we have proved that the most exhilarating line for every 
car enthusiast is a curve. It also shows what a suspension is really capable of. It’s no 
wonder that many renowned automotive brands and successful racing drivers rely on 
BILSTEIN shock absorbers and suspensions. For all suspension requirements from 
universal spare parts to tuning, or motor sports; with BILSTEIN you can experience both 
technology and quality – every time you drive.  BILSTEIN – The Driving Experience.
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PROJECTS

Choosing a set of wheels is a 
serious business. Get it right 
and you’ll be bombarded with 
compliments and questions 

about where you got them and what 
fitment they are. But, get it wrong and 
you’ll be mocked like the kid who dropped 
his lunch tray on the first day of school.

I spent a long time investigating PCDs; 
offsets and debating the pros and cons of 
different set ups. Seeing feature cars with 
Vossens, Avant Gardes and ADV.1s on a 
daily basis, meant I had lots of inspiration. 
Sadly I don’t have the budget for a £4k set 
of wheels. Plus tyres. To be fair, even if I 
did, this car wouldn’t warrant such high end 
rims – it is a daily after all.

After much searching, I happened upon 
a design that I liked. The AEZ Straight Dark 

AUDI TUNER’S
A6 3.0 TDI QUATTRO
A new set of wheels and tyres for the big diesel 

has a slightly concave design, with seven 
meaty spokes that stretch right to the edge 
of the rim for maximum coverage. The satin 
bronze finish also looks classy and they 
would fit my A6, too. 

As it’s a daily that gets filled up with 
camera kit, I stayed sensible with tyres and 
wheel widths. I could have gone 9.5x20in, 
but with the car lowered as much as I want 
there was a risk of it catching. So the 8.5s 
do the job and there’s plenty of tyre with 
255x35 Toyos fitted. 

To have them fitted I went to see the 
guys at TTS Roadsport, who have just 
moved into their huge new premises. 
Technician Sean did a cracking job of 
getting the tyres fitted up and had the AEZs 
on in no time. 

It took me a couple of days to get used 

to the new rims, but I have to say I really 
like them now. The A6 has more presence 
and they fill the arches much better. The 
ride hasn’t been compromised too much by 
going up a size, although the AEZs are a fair 
bit lighter than the OEM wheels, so the car 
feels like it turns in a bit more keenly. This 
is due in part to the Toyos Proxes T1 Sport, 
which grip really well. 

You may have noticed the car also sits a 
bit lower than before. That’s because I’ve 
also fitted a KW Street Comfort kit. More 
on that next month…

Contacts/thanks:
Wheelwright (AEZ) www.wheelwright.co.uk 
Toyo www.toyo.co.uk
TTS Roadsport www.ttsroadsport.co.uk



AUDI SUPERCHARGER 
CONVERSIONS
FOR RS4, S5
AND R8 V8

+44 (0)1327 858212
WWW.TTS-PERFORMANCE.CO.UK

TTSPerformanceTuning

R8 700+ BHP
TTS paired 2 Rotrex C38 
superchargers and mated them 
to a CNC Billet mounting bracket 
running both superchargers from 
an 8 rib belt for reliability. 
These two superchargers 
blow through a huge charge 
cooler that controls the 
air temperature into the 
engine. This charge 
cooler in turn is 
cooled by a large front 
mounted radiator. Making 
in excess of 700 bhp with 
boost limited to 15 psi ( 1 Bar ).

RS4 B7 600+ BHP

TTS_Performance.indd   2 11/02/2015   12:23
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PROJECTS

It’s been another busy month for the 
Nardo grey RS with Kim Collins and the 
QST crew getting lots of miles in. With 
plans to fit the well respected MTM 

M-Cantronic module, which doesn’t flag up 
on a TD1 dealer diagnostic, QST decided to 
get a set of base dyno figures for the RS. By 
the time we go to print, the M-Cantronic 
unit should have given the RS3 around 
420ps and 500Nm, and we’ll be giving it a 
full road test soon. A new exhaust system 
and air filter is also being developed.

Last month we mistakenly said that the 
Vossen VFS2 retailed at £624 but, we’ve 
since learned they’re actually a lot less. QST 
sell these stunning multi-spoke alloys for 
£520 each. As Vossen dealers, they have a 
full range of these high-end wheels available 
to take your Audi to the next level.  
www.qstuning.com

QS TUNING’S
RS3
QST’s Nardo grey RS3 goes down well at Edition 38 
and has also hits the rollers...



Effortless power...
...addictive torque

qst sole UK agent for

Optimise don’t compromise

Tel: 01444 451 542  www.qstuning.com
4 Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, West Sussex  RH16 1UA

Fax: 01444 458 489   Email: kim@qstuning.com

Britain’s leading Audi tuning specialist
Kim Collins at    has been performance
tuning everything from Ur-quattros to R8s since 1990.
Creating ultimate dream machines with the help of
Motoren-Technik-Mayer, the German tuning house
for all things Audi motorsport. Adding poise, pace and
presence to your Audi or VW. Increasing bhp and torque
to transform the power delivery and driver enjoyment
for years to come.

•  Performance tuning for all forced induction VAG 
petrol and TDI engines, including Skoda and SEAT

•  Servicing, repairs and fault-fi nding

•  Full four-wheel alignment system

•  Latest state-of-the-art Maha rolling road
for engine mapping and power verifi cation

Independent specialist, not part of Audi UK

360 bhp
450 Nm

S3 8V
675-722 bhp

860 Nm

RS6 C7
430 bhp
515 Nm

S4 B8
313 bhp
650 Nm

SQ5

QST_fp.indd   1 17/12/2014   17:49
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Revo’s new Mono6 big brake 
kit is now available for a 
range of Audis and other 
VAG models. Manufactured 
for Revo by Alcon, the kit 
includes 6-pot calipers (3.3kg 
each), 355-380mm discs 
(7.66kg each), aluminium 
bells, bracket, stainless steel 
lines, Motul DOT 5.1 fluid 
and Ferodo DS Performance 
pads. The kit has been 
rigorously tested in all 
conditions and is designed 
to provide confident, fade-
free performance for any 
hard driven Audi. A great 
solution for anyone that has 
increased power, especially 
for those who use their car 
on track. Available for A6/A7 
(C7), A4/S4/A5/S5/Q5 (B8), 
A3/S3 (8P), A3/S3 (MQB).

FROM
Revo
Price
From £2154
Contact
www.revotechnik.com

REVO BIG 
BRAKE KIT

KW STREET  
COMFORT KIT 

The stock S-line suspension 
on the C6 A6 range can be 
quite firm and unforgiving, 
especially on bumpy b-roads 
when you run larger wheels 
and low profile rubber. KW 
has come up with a solution 
in the form of their Street 
Comfort coilover system. 
It’s been designed to offer 
a sporty, but forgiving ride, 
with none of the harshness 
associated with the stock 
S-line set up, or regular after 
market coilover kits. These 
are built using the same top 
flight damper technology as 
found in their Inox Variant 2 
coilovers but configured and 
sprung for comfort.

The kit is fully adjustable 
with 16 clicks of rebound, 
so you can run them soft or 
firm them up, depending on 
your preferences, without 
affecting the compression 
damping. It allows a drop 
of 10 to 40mm, and like all 
KW kit, it’s very well made 
and should last well. It’s 
available for a wide range of 
Audis, including A6, A4, A5 
and others.  

This FR cast alloy wheel 
is the latest offering from 
high-end German tuner, ABT. 
It’s a classy looking, split 
five-spoke design in black 
with a polished front edge 
that’s sure to suit a wide 
range of Audis. As with all 
ABT parts, it’s very well made 
and comes with full TUV 
approval. ABT has worked 
closely with Audi’s DTM team 
and although not an official 
partner, they are about as 
close as you’ll ever get to it. 
Available in 20, 21 and 22in.

ABT SPORTSLINE 
FR WHEEL

FROM
ABT Sportsline   
Price
POA
Contact
www.richtersport.co.uk

This new, direct replacement 
panel filter drops directly 
into the factory airbox. The 
dry, triple layer foam used 
draws heavily on Pipercross’ 
BTCC experience, as the 
firm supplied almost every 
leading team on the grid for 
the 2015 season. The vastly 
improved surface area, 
carefully selected multi-
layered foam within the unit 
offers 30% more air-flow 
than even the most efficient 
of OEM filters. As well as 
providing a far better rate of 
flow, the ingenious multi-
layer design also filters down 
to a far finer rate, protecting 
the engine against damage.

FROM
Pipercross
Price
£35.99
Contact
www.thepipercrossshop.co.uk

FROM
KW Automotive
Price
£1200 
Contact
www.kwautomotive.co.uk

PIPERCROSS 1.4 
TSI FILTER 

TUNING UPGRADES



NEW PRODUCTS

The Eibach Pro-Kit offers a 
30mm drop enhancing the 
TT’s naturally aggressive 
stance,  whilst the lower 
centre of gravity causes 
the vehicle to feel more 
‘planted’ and reduces body 
roll. Made from the highest 
quality Hi-Tensile steel, 
these progressively wound 
performance springs work 
hard to maintain excellent 
ride quality. A quality 
upgrade that’ll transform any 
Gen 3 TT. 

FROM
Eibach 

Price
£216
Contact
www.eibach.com

EIBACH PRO-KIT 
FOR MK3 TT

The 2.0 TFSI engine found 
in many VAGs, including 
the A3/S3 and TT, can be 
transformed with a turbo 
upgrade. This Garrett-based 
kit from Regal Autosport is 
a one-stop solution to more 
power with three turbos 
available – a GTX2867r, 
GTX3071r and GTX3076r, 
depending on what power 
levels you’re aiming for. 
The kits come with a cast 
manifold, downpipe, intake 
and intercooler pipes, plus 
coolant and oil lines. 

The kit can produce up 
to 600bhp, with installation, 
hardware support and ECU 
calibration also available. 

FROM
Regal Autosport
Price
£2045 (GTX2867r)
Contact
www.regalautosport.com

REGAL GARRETT 
GTX TURBO KITS 
FOR 2.0 TFSI

The latest tuning 
upgrades for your 

performance Audi… 

Owned and operated by

PRECISION.
RELIABILITY.
SUCCESS.
The Bilstein Suspension Store is the leading 
online shop dedicated to Bilstein’s full range  
of suspension products.
• OEM & upgraded suspension
• Spring, damper & coilover kits
• Huge stocks
• Free next day UK mainland delivery
• Fast European delivery.

ORDER ONLINE AT 
BILSTEINSUSPENSIONSTORE.CO.UK

TPC_AudiTuner_halfpage_vert_FC_AW.indd   3 14/04/2015   20:25



If you drive a performance tuned Audi and think it’s worthy of a feature in AudiTuner, then we’d love to 
see it. Please send no more than three, good quality images to davy@audituner.com and use ‘Feature 

Car’ in the subject. If we like it, we’ll get back to you to arrange a photoshoot.

WE WANT YOUR AUDI

086     AudiTuner



Dominate the track. rULe the Street.

pro-aLignment

pro-Street-S

mULti-pro-r1

pro-Spacer

SportLine

anti-roLL-kit

pro-kit

eibach.com

performance for motorsport and Street.
Worldwide race series, teams and drivers trust in Eibach.
Benefit from our experience and race proven technology by fitting Eibach to your car.

Springs. Anti Roll Bars. Wheel Spacers. Suspension Systems. Coilovers. Alignment Kits.

Eibach UK | Phone: 01455 285 851 | e-Mail: sales@eibach.co.uk
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Words Midge Burr 

WRAPPING Q&A
Your questions answered

Vehicle wrapping has become very popular over recent years. 
The process of applying vinyl to your car can totally transform 
it, while also offering some protection from stone chips and 
the like. So we got together some questions from readers 
and gave them to our contact at industry leading wrapping 
experts, 3M, to get the low down on what’s involved with a 
full vehicle wrap...

Wraps seem to have appeared out of nowhere – where do they 
come from? 

The concept of vinyl wrapping may have only been on the modifying scene 
for a few years but it’s been around a lot longer in the commercial market. 
Developing wraps for 3M came from a need in Germany where they wanted 
to ensure taxis were easily identifiable without having to specially paint 
every car. The majority of taxis over there are now wrapped in our Gloss 
Ivory film. From there we discovered an appetite among vehicle owners for 
changing colours quickly, without the hassle of getting a paint job. 

Is wrapping a professional job?

For a whole car it is recommended. We do make home wrapping kits that 
are perfect for roofs, bonnets and accent pieces but, it takes a lot of skill and 
training to manipulate the film around the awkward shapes involved in 
wrapping a whole car. We’d always recommend one of our pro Authorised 
Vehicle Wrappers found on our www.wrapyourcurves.co.uk website – we 
like to make sure that only the best of the best are there.

How do you get to be a pro wrapper?

Anyone – well, anyone with a bit of patience! – can have a go. In reality it 
takes a lot of hard work and practice. Here at 3M we have our own training 
program to get professionals to the 3M Autoapproved standard. We 
generally work with vehicle wrappers who have been in the trade for a 
couple of years. We assess their skills, premises and business to ensure the 
quality of their wraps meet our application requirements. From there they 
can train to become a 3M Authorised Vehicle Wrapper.

Is wrapping similar to window tinting?

In a way yes, it’s an adhesive film and a heat gun. The skills involved do vary 
though, because the application methods are different. Widow tinting films 
generally go on wet glass and the moisture is squeezed out. A wrap goes on 
dry and is stretched around all the complex shapes on a vehicle. Whether 
one is harder than the other is something for debate – many tinters don’t 
like wrapping and vice-versa.

Does a wrap damage your paint?

It shouldn’t, as long as you use the correct vinyl and not the extra-strong 
stuff used for signs. In fact, many people use vinyl purely for paint protection 
on bonnets and bumpers. That said, it’s important to assess the condition of 
a vehicle’s paintwork before any wrap is applied. If there’s been a 
questionable respray or accident damage where paint hasn’t adhered to the 
vehicle properly it can come away when the film is removed. It’s rare though, 
after all you wouldn’t go wrapping a supercar if it was going to pull off the 
paint right? And we’ve all seen plenty of those. 

How do I care for my wrap?

Shampoo and warm water – getting the bucket and wash-mitt out regularly. 
Personally I’d recommend Meguiar’s, they have some great products for 
cleaning our wraps but then again they should do – they are part of 3M and 
we develop products alongside them. 

Are all wraps road legal?

In the UK, the majority of vinyl colours are perfectly legal. Chrome and other 
highly reflective films are something of a grey area though, that’s why we 
don’t currently offer those options. 

AT TECH
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WRAPPING Q&A

Can I wrap other stuff other than vehicles?

You can wrap anything you want within reason. We’ve seen 
everything from tool boxes and kitchen cabinets to front doors and 
office desks have our films applied.  
If it’s clean, dry and the film will stick to it – generally speaking it can 
be wrapped.  

www.wrapyourcurves.co.uk 

What happens if my wrap is damaged? 

If it’s a light scrape or a scuff, sometimes it can be patched so it won’t be 
noticed but, most of the time, you can simply re-wrap the panel after 
repairing any damage underneath. That’s the advantage of a wrap, it’s not 
only quick but there’s no expensive colour-matching like with paint because 
the films are always the same. Gloss black is always gloss back and so on.

How long does a wrap last?

We always say up to five years. That doesn’t mean they’ll all fall off after that 
time but, you may get a bit of fading on certain colours depending on the 
manufacturer of the film. We’ve seen some wraps last a lot longer than that 
though; the best thing is to maintain them like you would with a good paint 
job. Keep them clean and tidy.

Do I have to notify the DVLA about wrapping my car?

Up until recently no, because it isn’t classed as a permanent colour change. 
Now we’ve been advised that, if you’re wrapping the whole car a different 
colour, the DVLA has to be told and your V5 document amended. 
Apparently this is for identification for law enforcement, revenue collection 
and road safety. On the bright side, it’s a good idea if your car is ever stolen 
and may get you out of a sticky situation with your insurance company in 
the event of a claim. Best to declare it with both parties, just to be safe.

Can I have a logo or sign on my car?

Yes, you can have anything you like, as long as it’s legal and non-offensive of 
course. Many wrappers can apply the printable vinyl we offer which will take 
any image logo or design you want; something eye catching for a show, or 
road rally for example. 

Will wrapping affect the resale value of my car?

Possibly and most likely for the better. Protecting your car’s paintwork can 
battle depreciation for a start. Many car dealers actually wrap cars in more 
popular colours to shift them too – you didn’t think all those white Range 
Rovers were painted did you?

Will technology ever make wrapping easier? 

Most certainly. Vinyl films have come along way over the past few years and 
that has already has made wrapping easier and the quality of finish better. 
Here at 3M we’re always looking to innovate and we’ve developed a number 
of unique technologies to assist application. Our ‘Controltac’ adhesive 
technology, for example, allows wrappers to float the film over the surface 
until they are happy with its placement. It’s applying pressure that activates 
the adhesive and bonds the film to the car. We also have ‘Comply’ 
technology which are microscopic channels that eliminate air bubbles, you 
simply push them out. It’s always important to use the best film you can for 
any wrapping and, although we don’t like to brag, we haven’t found a better 
one yet. 

3M WRAPS

3M Top Tip
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SHOW TIME

What began as a small show run by VW 
enthusiasts has now grown into a major 
event. E38 has become the place to unveil 
hot new project cars and attracts the very 

best VAG motors from across the UK and further afield. For 
many, part of the appeal is the chilled out three-day format, 
which allows show-goers to relax and camp on site. 

This year, the event seemed to have grown even larger 
with row upon row of immaculately prepared cars. From 
retro classics, to hot hatches and big-power S and RS models, 
there was something for every Audi fan. We sent our man, 
Matt Dear, to scope out the best cars; here’s our  
top selection…

EDITION38 
One of the most popular VAG shows has its 

biggest year yet, and the Audi content was huge…

Photography Matt Dear

Baby got rims!
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BEST OF E38

QST’s RS3 had its 
first outing on new 

Vossen rims

RS2-inspired 
Cabriolet was a  

rare find
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SHOW TIME

Stunning RS2 with 
an amazing interior

They spotted the 
pork pie hidden 
inside the R8...
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BEST OF E38

Immaculate Mk1 TT

Rear wing is a 
Marmite mod!
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SHOW TIME
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OPEN DAY

Shark Performance are one of the 
most respected UK tuning outfits, 
so when they invited us up to their 
Mansfield HQ for their open day, 

we sent our man Adam Walker up there to 
bag some pics.

It was a strong turnout, helped by the 
nice weather. Handy then that Shark are 

based on a large industrial estate with 
parking for plenty of tuned cars. Milltek are 
based just down the road, so it was great to 
see and hear their beast of an RS7 rumbling 
into the estate. There was a good selection 
of tuned Audis in attendance, from S3s and 
TTs, through to RS3s, S5s, plus an S8 as well 
as an R8.  

SHARK PERFORMANCE OPEN DAY
We head to Mansfield to join the Shark crew for their open day…
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SHARK PERFORMANCE

“A great turnout of Audis 
at Shark Performance”
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OPEN DAY

With a state of the art Bapro dyno 
facility, it was no surprise that MD Ben 
ended up running several cars on the 
rollers. Although Audis featured heavily, 
there were plenty of other cars from the 
VAG stable, including Shark’s own Skoda 
Octavia vRS, plus Volvo track car. 

With a barbecue to keep everyone 
filled up with juicy burgers, and the 
Shark team on hand to offer free 
technical advice to customers old and 
new, it made for chilled out Sunday. 
You can find out more about Shark 
Performance at www.sharkperformance.
co.uk or call 01623 332233. 
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SHARK PERFORMANCE



UNIT 5 WINPENNY ROAD
PARKHOUSE IND EST. EAST
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME
STAFFORDSHIRE, ST5 7RH

01782 563 703

www.psituning.com

Wheel Storage Kit £54 ECS Wave Discs £719 Milltek Exhaust £856 Vmaxx Big Brake Kit £960

TDI Remap £478.80

BMC Filter 2.0 £49.14

P3 Gauge £299.99 H&R Spring Kit £177 S5 Pulley £132 Cruise Install £324

Turbo Outlet Pipe £167.99 Flap Delete 2.0T £119 OilFilter House 2.0T £60 GFB DV+ Kit £97.80 Autotech HPFP £345

REVO Intake £355 Upgraded Piston DV £45 Cam Follower Kit £48 “R8” Coil Pack Set £85 Genuine Oil Change Kit £48

Pulley Kit 1.8T £151.64 Gates Kevlar Belt £64.79 Head Stud Set £166.80 440cc Injectors £192 PSI Plate Surrounds £11.99

911 Caps £25.20/27.60 IE Adjustable Cam Gear £191 WotBox £199.99 1.8T->2.0T Coil Kit £150 82ºc Thermostat £13.80
A5

TT A3 2.0T Front Wishbone Rear Bush 
Anti Lift & Caster Adjust £132

AP Coilovers
From £409.50

TT A3 1.8T
MAIN DEALER SPEC. WORKSHOP AT A FRACTION  
OF THE COST!
We use all manufacturer’s diagnostic equipment
and all work carried out using both genuine and
OE approved parts.

All service work and general repairs carried out.
- SERVICING - CAMBELTS
- MOT’S  - DIAGNOSTICS
- DPF ISSUES - CLUTCHES
- BRAKES  - AIR CON
- SUSPENSION - EXHAUSTS

2WD 

Rolling

Road

  

   
    

   
    

1.8T £114 £180 
1.9 TDI Non PD  £114 £174 
1.9 SDI  £114 £174 
1.9/2.0 TDI PD  £114 £174 
2.8 V6 24V  £114 £198 
2.0 Non Turbo  £114 £168 
2.0T FSI + TSI £138 £198 

2.7 Bi-Turbo  £144 £222  

3.0 V6  £144 £222 
RS2/S2 (5 Cylinder Turbo)  £144 £222 
R32 £144 £222 

2.5/2.7/3.0 TDI PD  £144 £222  

4.2 Petrol  £144 £264 
RS4/RS6 V8  £144 £264 
S6/RS6 V10  £174 £318 

10K Service 20K ServiceServicing at PSI

KW V1 Coils from £1052



Hull’s Award Winning 
Audi Specialists

■ Audi trained technicians

■ Servicing

■ Fault Diagnosis and Repair

■ DRC Repairs

■  Multitronic/DSG/S-Tronic Gearbox 
Fault Diagnosis and Repairs

■ R8, S and RS Experts

94 Calvert Lane, Hull, HU4 6BJ • Tel: 01482 353369

w w w. a utote c h n i c a .co.u k

Software and 
hardware dealer

Authorised dealers for:

C R E AT I N G  A N D  M A I N TA I N I N G  S P E C I A L  V E H I C L E S

AU D I  •  V W  •  S E AT  •  S KO D A

  TTSRoadsport
Call: +44 (0) 1234 853225

sales@thettshop.com
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We want to see your cars! 
So whether it’s a tidy 
S3, a highly tuned RS6, 
an immaculate Ur-

quattro, or something else with an Audi 
badge, send us your pics. We need no 
more than three, good quality, high-
resolution images (at least 1MB), plus 
some info on the car. We’ll pick our 
favourite cars each month and publish 
them in the magazine. Email your 
images to davy@audituner.com. 

READERS’ GALLERY
Share your performance 

Audis with us...

Top: Jack Patrick S3 8P
Right: Steve Ritchie S3 8L 



READERS’ GALLERY

Top: Paul Cole A3 TDI Above: Bryan Phillips RS4 
 Below: James Batisfield A6 3.0 TDI

Above: Ben Gunn B5 S4

THE PERFORMANCE  
COMPANY

PLUG & PLAY  
PERFORMANCE 
TUNING
•  Easy installation and 

removal (Plug & Play)
•	 	Significant	increase	of	

power and torque
•	Multi-map	technology
•	 Auto-calibration
•		Available	for	over	

3000 petrol and diesel 
powered	cars.

WWW.REMUSUK.CO.UK

SETTING
THE TONE  
Europe’s	number	one	
exhaust	manufacturer.	
High	quality,	TÜV	approved	
systems	for	a	wide	range	of	
performance	applications.	
Set	your	tone	with	a	range	
of	tailpipe	options.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

T: 01933 685 840 
E:	mail@theperformance.co
www.theperformance.co

Find out more at

TPC_AudiTuner_halfpage_vert_FC_AW.indd   1 13/04/2015   20:33

See us 

at Autosport 

Stand 2600
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AUDI RADAR 

ENTHUSIAST SITES
AudiTuner.com 
facebook.com/AudiTunerUK 
audizine.com 
audiworld.com 
fourtitude.com 

OWNERS CLUBS

Here’s our pick of the best Audi clubs, websites and 
enthusiast pages on the web. If you’d like to be included, 
drop us an email – davy@audituner.com

STOPPING 
POWER
Maximum stopping power 
available for a wide range 
of vehicles equally at home 
on the track or the street.

•  4-piston forged 
aluminium calipers

•  High performance 
brake pads

•  Grooved 2-piece discs
• Full TÜV Approval.

V-MAXX offer an extensive 
range of premium spring 
and coilover kits, giving 
you maximum flexibility 
in setting the perfect ride 
height for your car. 

•  On car height  
adjustment

•  High quality galvanized 
steel struts and gas 
shocks for durability

•  Progressive rate 
sport spring kits

•  Top quality, 2 year 
warranty & TÜV approval 
across all kits.

DROPPING 
POWER

THE PERFORMANCE  
COMPANY

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

T: 01933 685 840 
E: mail@theperformance.co
www.theperformance.co

WWW.V-MAXX.CO.UK
Find out more at

TPC_AudiTuner_halfpage_vert_FC_AW.indd   2 13/04/2015   20:37

See us 

at Autosport 

Stand 2600

EVENTS

AUTOSPORT INTERNATIONAL – 14-17 January 2016
The largest motorsport show in the world, Autosport 
is a must for any petrol head. From the stars of F1, 
WRC, BTCC and much more, to the latest new tuning 
parts for road and track cars, Autosport has the lot. 
We’ll be there to check out the latest new cars and 
products, so book it in your diary. Get your tickets 
from:  www.autosportinternational.com

a5oc.com
audiallroadeurope.com
audisrs.com
audia8oc.net
audirs3oc.com
audiownersclub.com
audi-sport.net  
clubaudi.co.uk

quattroownersclub.com
q3ownersclub.co.uk
rs246.com
r8talk.com
ttoc.co.uk
ttforum.co.uk
vwaudiforum.co.uk

CLUBS
C

LU
B
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O
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MILLIONS MORE NUMBERS ONLINE WITH MARKED PRICES

PRICE GUARANTEE - YOU WILL NOT FIND THESE NUMBERS CHEAPER ELSEWHERE OR WE WILL REFUND THE DIFFERENCE!

TEL: 0116 235 0116
P.O. BOX 888 Anstey Leicester LE7 7ZJ

8.00am to 8.00pm
7 Days a Week

100 000’s of
numbers available

A
53 AA

487 AAA
592 AAE
AAN 2G
AAR 17N
ABB 5S

A836 GAL
A858 GAL
A880 GAL
A879 GAL
804 ABK
24 BLE

ABO 77T
AB07 TTT
AB07 TTS
477 ABU

ABW 308C
ABW 998L
ACC 997A
ACC 967A
ACC 994A
ACC 968A

98 ACJ
ACR 76V
LAC 70N
KAC 70N
AAC 70N
ADD 874

AD15 SDN
ADY 333V
ADY 110D
ADY 550D
ADY 447D
AEC 486
AEH 89C
AES 163T
AEW 994A
AEY 279A
AFG 701S
302 AFW
AGO 751
AGU 35T
AGW 59N
843 AJB

AJN 555K
AJW 817M

HAL 4N
JOA 14N
444 LAN
444 LAN
RAL 41N
808 ALF
A11 COT
DAL 107T
ALM 274B
799 ALX
PAM 11D
AMJ 40L

AMJ 378F
AMJ 377F
AML 210H
ANG 611S
ANN 816H
ANN 112H
ANP 265A
ANT 237A
ANV 71A

A417 WAR
6989 AP
APE 69T
APP 13S
APT 97

APY 97A
APY 98A
ARA 4Y
ARA 71A
ARA 83A
ARA 122A
ARA 95A

ARB 557A
ARB 590A
ARC 116R
ARF 80Y
ASO 479
A5 FAD

H15 HBY
ATA 52A
741 ATD
ATF 257

AUD 135V
AUD 151V
AUD 145V
AUJ 677A
AVG 697S
AVV 274J
788 AWA
AWF 732
AWG 400
G84 CON

B
BAD 357T
BAD 57T
6 BAG
9 BAG

BAG 876S
BAG 817S
BAH 239W
BAH 77T
841 NES
B4 LER
K8 ANK
B4 NEY

BAR 121K
BAR 77N
BAR 71N
BAR 121N
BAR 120N
BAR 123T

B4 SET
EBA 570N
BBA 53Y
BAS 11L

BBA 570N
YBA 73S

8 ATY
8 ATY

7777 BB
BBC 929B
200 BBD

BBH 699P
BBH 655P

BBK 69
BBR 564
4444 BC
74 BCE
296 BCJ
82 BCJ
555 BCJ
BDK 85
49 BDL
B6 ATY

BEA 570N
BEA 1T
9 BEE

BEG 367
BEN 7T
E78 ERY
B3 REL

F83 RRY
EDB 35T
TBE 57T
BET 228
BEZ 84
BF 4210
569 BFM
BG 6372

BGF 2H
BGR 36

BGU 860G
BHA 77T
BHO 74R

BHW 529A
BIG 8411
BIG 655

B16 TUM
BIG 8115
B16 GER
BIG 59

BIG 8115
81 MBO

TOP 131N
A81  RKE
B15 CHO
ARB 150N
913 BKE
BKN 2T

BKU 460B
E81  AKE
KBL 41N
B115 ETT
BLM 835
BLO 77S
544 BLO
830 BNG
BNG 23

BNH 85E
BNH 65E
BNR 8Y

BOB 805S
562 BOB
BOC 74A
BOC 862A
BOD 56Y
BOE 74A
BOL 701V
751 BOL
BOL 77S
BOL 7T

BON 533R
BOO8 53X
BOO 856X
BOO 85T
BOB 805S
CAB 805S
PEE 805S
TAN 805S
SHT 805S
POW 805S
SBO 55Y
SHE 80S
REE 805S
MFC 805S
FAB 805S
USA 805S
VET 805S
TBO 5S

ROT 80S
BOU 110H
D80 WES
LON 680X
WAC 180X
WWW 80X
FUM 80Y
3722 BP
7334 BP
3108 BP
BPM 927
BPR 654A
BPR 657A
BPR 689A
BPR 677A
BPR 655A
957 BPW
674 BPW
BRA 99
BRA 7T

BRA 17T
BRA 77T
BRA 991T
BRE 70T
BRE 35Y
BRE 78Y
BRE 771Y
BRE 223Y
BRE 770T
FBR 199S
ABR 199S
EBR 199S
BBR 166S
GBR 166S
GBR 199S
GBR 150N

11 BRS
BRU 3L

CBR 750N
BRY 417T
B168 RYN
BSL 559

BSS 199M
BTM 92L
BTP 7B
368 BTP
321 BTT
31 BTW

BUC 223H
A18 UNK
TBU 12R
SBU 12R
K13 URN
BUR 61S
B1 JST
CBU 7T
EBU 7T
BBU 7T
PBU 7S
ABU 7T

JBU 770N
HBU 770N
BVG 560E
BVP 190
BVP 629
63 BVT

563 BWD
BYE 51T

5 BYL

C
C 178

CAB 574R
CAB 805S
CAB 50N

HU11 CAB
CAC 53Y
CAD 50N
CAE 110S
C411 LOW
CAL 110W

C4 LEL
WCA 10W
BCA 10W
XCA 10W
C4 NES
CAR 6N

CAR 105K
CAR 773R
C12 RON
CAR 185T
CAR 18F
CAR 70N
DCA 120L
C4 REN

PCA 123Y
BCA 120L
V8 OAR

C412 ONS
CAR 104T
CAS 946A
CAS 11W
RCA 53Y
CAS 883A
CAS 878A
CAS 886A
UCA 551D
C47 ONS
CAV 380Y
CAZ 235
708 CBC
542 CBK
353 CBK
567 CBM
CBW 32V
536 CCE
401 CCE
CCE 127
7996 CD
299 CDL

CEY 189W
CEY 64W
CEY 63W
208 CFC
CG 6774

CHA 210T
RCH 45M
RCH 41M
RCH 44M
RCH 34M
RCH 33M
CHN 410B
C11 OKA
CHO 74L
CHU 88Y
CIL 6575
CIL 7601
CJE 785
927 CJF
545 CJO
414 CKN
CKT 26
2222 CL
RCL 41R
TCL 41R
WCL 45S
C112 VES
CLU 88S
CNU 59H
COA 77S
COA 57S
COE 693

CON 311V
CON 4V

COO 165T
COO 180X
333 COP

COR 541R
COV 311S
COW 13S
976 COX

COX 792C
COX 31V

COX 576V
CPA 107T
CPE 76

CRA 161N
CRA 16L

CRA 138L
CRE 3T
CRE 4T

CRE 45T
CRE 59Y

CR15 PCO
CRJ 110M
CRK 8H
CS 2374
2222 CS
CSO 654
CST 91A
CST 89A

CST 129A
CTV 565K
819 CUB
CUP 5S

CUR 715E
CUT 53T

CUT 963K
CV 9731
224 CVA

CVG 799F
17 CVJ
CYB 46

CYN 119C
CYN 700

D
222 DA

DAH 21T
A99 DAL

E859 DAN
E290 DAN
A227 DAN
E897 DAN
OAN 16L
DAN 36H
DAR 12T
DAR 7S
DAS 188
DAS 189
OAS 70R
D4 SSU
DAT 267
DAV 15F

DAV 135V
DAV 135D
DAV 3N
DAV 15L

DAV 135N
DAW 17T
529 DAY
DBJ 49

477 DBM
DBR 23S

DCZ 9
DCK 238B
DCK 241B
DCK 59B
DCK 92B
DCK 75B
DCK 53B
DCK 94B
DCK 68B

DCK 231B
DCM 94Y
2522 DD
7479 DD
DDE 96P
DDE 99P
DDE 98P
DEB 501V
DEB 24A
DEE 3L

DEE 99X
DEE 41L

DEE 585L
M9 DEL

DEL 128Y
DEL 661T
DEM 953Y

DES 1N
DEV 3Y
9074 DF
8422 DF
2986 DF
46 DFC

4016 DG
DGW 401B
D34 BLO
DIL 6646
DIL 4802
DIL 8858
DJI 7757
DJK 77E
4859 DK
947 DK

639 DKH
DM 6144
DN 3754
DNG 34
192 DNR

DOD 580Y
DOL 781
DOL 50N
DOM 41V

DOM 513K
L36 DOM
DON 39V

DON 875V
DON 54V
DON 35V
DON 63V
DON 37V
DON 42V
DON 62V
DOR 668
454 DOR
DOU 6K
DOV 688
DOW 17S
5469 DP
DRE 5S

DRE 64N
676 DRK

DRR 520B
DRR 517B
DRR 516B
DRR 504B
DRS 262K
DRS 218D
DRS 260J
DRS 761A
DRS 759A
DSJ 852
DSM 73X
8908 DT
DT 9695
872 DTP
426 DTP

DUG 237Y
DUG 528C
DUG 55S

DUG 425K
45 DVB

DYL 101V
DYW 15
XEA 7X

E
EAN 11V
F9 EAN
F7 EAN

EAN 11S
F8 EAN
F6 EAN

JEA 501V
GEA 70N
E17 VES

EAZ 7
153 EBK
148 ECD
9 ECD

667 ECD
ECJ 99

EDD 87T
EDD 11T
B16 EDD
EDD 13Y
EDD 17T
EDD 51T

EDD 171T
EDE 86R
E6 ENS

EDE 87R
EDE 89R
EDE 91R
EE 9471

EFC 308A
405 EFH

4 EFJ
509 EHA

EHJ 904H
EHJ 958H
EHJ 859P

EHL 50
EKA 750
8127 EL
5607 EL
EL 67

LEL 150N
SEL 150N
LEL 107T
ELL 187T
ELL 4Y

ELL 152J
SEL 50N
ELW 15Y
ELY 107T
EMA 635S
EMA 628F
EMA 65K
EMA 46X

EMA 317X
EMA 53X
EMD 57B
831 EMD
EMV 504T

90 ENR
ENR 38

EPD 59V
EPM 48V
ERE 3N
ERG 73
ESE 536

E551 TON
EST 116D
EST 87D
EST 37D
1306 ET
8361 ET
ETA 18
EUI 20

EVE 383
EVG 550H
EVG 559H
EVG 608H
EVN 230L
EVO 7V
W5 EVO
32 EWD
7 EYL

F
92 FAB

FAB 59S
FAB 118S
F46 ANS
FAJ 53L
FAJ 56L
FAJ 51L
5 FAJ

FAK 13Y
FAO 158N
TFA 12R

FAR 7Y
FAS 77T
FAC 80Y
FAT 80Y

FAT 138Y
FAX 11V
FBK 825
FBR 83

533 FCG
FCR 888
62 FCY
9229 FD
TFE 4R

F36 ANS
HFE 1N

FLE 517Y
FEY 309D
FEY 308D
FFB 811
FIB 539
FIL 65
4 FJF

FLA 66S
91 FLA

FLA 91T
645 FLD
FLE 33T
86 FLF

3588 FM
1263 FM
8179 FM
7553 FN
2641 FN
FON 6L

FOO 71Y
AFO 12D
FOS 733R
572 FOT

FOW 153X
FOX 701V
FOX 6S
3 FOY
7 FPP

FRO 57T
FRO 661T
FRO 664T
FRO 64T
FRY 5V
FRY 5S
FUG 3Y

SFU 110N
FUR 70N
FUR 9Y
FUR 3Y

FUR 12Y
FVG 520J
FVL 177M
FWE 65H
FYJ 777

G
LSG 41N
GAL 73N

64 LS
GAM 811N
A688 GAP
GAR 501N
GAR 189L
G4 ROT
GAR 1X
GAR 1D

GAR 140Y
GAR 16N
T6 ASK
TPG 4S
GAT 3N
G4 VEN

GAV 117S
GBF 82

GCN 254
693 GCR
GCS 141

GDE 444W
GEF 340V

GEJ 20
GEL 653L
GEN 77S

6 ENS
GEP 21
63 RRY
166 ERY
GER 1A
68 GFR

GFX 404D
GFX 457D
GFX 407D
GFX 419D
GGL 273
61 ANT
GIL 15

GJI 4728
GJY 401
GKC 50
GKJ 85
GKK 7V
GL 5918

GLA 231T
H161 ENN
GM 6585
GNJ 63
GNR 74

GOB 58N
GOB 81L
GOB 5W

OOO 560D
GOL 81N
NGO 1D
GOL 50N
GOO 1E
GOR 3Y

GOR 84N
GOV 88W
GOW 9N
999 GP
8 GPR
8 GR

GRA 990N
GRA 78N

GRA 758N
GRA 790V
GRA 318V
GRA 713V
GRA 70N
GRA 290V
GGR 33N
GRE 694K
HGR 33N
GRE 50N
GRE 16K
GRE 33N

GRE 169N
GRE 1N
ERE 3N

GRE 610N
GRE 950N

83 GRE
GRE 609N

6 RUB
GRY 565N

GSG 86
GSK 779
GSK 337
GSL 734
76 GTG
GUI 1

T900 GUN
GUN 58N
GUR 111T

GUS 74R
6 UV

GVG 959K
GVG 959K
T8 GYM
73 GYM

H
3207 HA
8473 HA
HAB 40J
HAB 40S
HAB 86N
HAB 18J
HAB 18N
HAB 84S
HAG 3E
HAH 11V
HAH 460T
478 HAJ

HAL 550N
HAL 58N
HAL 4N

H417 SEN
J114  NDS
HAN 56N

HAN 120W
HAP 3N
APY 64A
HAR 13L

HAR 153N
HAR 7T

HRT 50N
WHA 121S
VHA 121S
HAR 81Y
HAR 19Y

HAR 775Y
HAT 58N
H4 TAC

GHA 770N
HAW 50N
415 HBC
851 HBC
HBF 406
HC 7831
HCT 58

HDS 742H
HDS 259G
HDS 261G
HDS 279G
MHE 4P
KHE 4P

HED 63N
HEG 50N
HEL 317S
HEL 317V
HEL 31V
HEL 41V
HEN 70N

HEN 570N
HEN 71N
HES 70N
HES 46

HEW 177W
HEW 377S

HEX 3N
98 HFK
38 HGG

ADH 188S
AAH 188S
S111 CKS

HIL 157
200 HKJ
HL 8674
146 HLU
HN 5141

HNB 107D
HNM 5

HO 1234
HOB 850N
HOB 135N
HOB 50W
HOB 85L
HOB 85H
JHO 850N
HOD 635N
T33 HOG
HOL 7W
HOL 73N
HOL 70N
HOL 78N

HOO 531N
HOO 50N
HOR 53N

HOR 733N
HOR 702N
HOR 58N
F110 RNE
HOR 701N
HOT 70N

HOV 154W
448 HOV

HOW 477J
HOY 733N
9287 HP
8927 HP
HRT 81

928 HTW
SHU 88S
HUB 42D
HUG 637T
HUG 35N
HUG 637S

HUI 19
HUM 813S
HUM 33R
HUN 71N
HUN 7N
HUP 1N
HUR 7Y
144 HUR
HUR 57T
HUR 57V
HUT 76N

WHU 770N
CHU 770N
HUT 701N
HUT 10V
HUT 71N
474 HYD
HYE 28
9 HYE

9301 BH

J
JA 3638
JAB 81N
JAC 58N
A864 JAC
JAC 680V
JAC 264N
JAC 946V
JAC 687V
JAC 941V
JAD 35V

JAG 163Y
JAK 356W
JAL 53N

JAM 190W
JAM 53E
JAM 53M
JAN 35S
JAN 35A

B898 JAN
E259 JAN
JAP 17N

JAP 5

JAR 35Y
JAR 450N
JAR 50N

JAR 120N
JAR 60N
GJA 50N
J45 ONB
HJA 50N
JAS 796
NJA 50N
JAT 117T
JAT 137T
JAV 51W
JAW 964
LOJ 4X

JAY 51N
A199 JAY
A364 JAY
JAY 833N

JAZ 59
JBB 906

JBM 990F
JBX 472N
JCR 999P
JDY 200
JE 3278
JEE 1P

JEL 50N
JEM 41
11 JEM
JEP 35H
JES 1W
RJE 5S
JES 53P
JEY 616F
JEY 617F
24 JGN
59 JGN
7127 JH

JHU 604N
JJ 5067
758 JKA
M9 JKC
JKN 7V
JKS 48P
82 JLA

JM 8753
JMA 917K
JMA 915K
587 JMP
JMR 702
4407 JN
JN 3773
JOA 14N
JDB 50N
C233 JOE
JOG 3R

C994 JON
JON 1K
JOH 17P
JON 53N
JON 49E
JOS 11L

JOY 376N
JPB 448C
532 JRR
JRS 90V

JSA 228G
JSH 552
JSK 204
JSR 640

JSS 963N
JSS 960N
JSS 962N
JSS 966N
JST 284N
JTR 308D

KAS 210
KAS 839
KAS 842
KAS 802
KAS 136
KAT 35V
KAW 54N
KAW 52N
KAW 53N
KAW 51N
KAW 85N
KAW 56N
KAW 63N
KAW 64N
KAW 59N
KAY 88V

KAY 537V
KAY 83V
KBD 76

KBL 39N
KBL 29N
KBL 31N
KBL 35N
KBL 36N
KBL 45N
817 KBM
87 KBP
73 KBP
KBS 5

JUD 68S
JUF 648
JUK 5W

JUL 106N
JUL 104N
JUL 16N

JUL 113N
JUL 110N
JUL 108N

5 JUN
JVG 756M
JVG 757M
JVG 650M
2604 JW
JWO 96N
JWO 84N

JY 632
JY 9184
JYC 25

JYM 297K

K
913 KAB

KAE 112B
KAJ 53N
KAJ 68N
KAJ 58N
KAJ 69N
KAJ 67N

KAL 550N
KAR 317V
KAR 317P
KAR 12Y
KAS 160

KCD 419
KCH 69N
KCH 55N
KCH 38N
B16 KCH
KCH 75N
KCH 56N
KCH 68N
KCH 73N
KCH 62N
KCH 59N
KCH 74N
KCH 76N
KDG 89
KEA 524

KEG 793Y
KEN 33P
KEN 5S

KEN 51P
K3 NOC
KEN 54P
KEN 14P
4317 KF
KFC 47
KFM 73

KGD 71L
111 KGE
KGL 83

KGW 905A
KHC 3Y
KIB 714
K1 DUM
KJ 1673
1111 KJ

6888 KV
5426 KV
KWA 83

KWC 688
KYA 51N
84 KYD

K77 KYD
KYL 13M
KYL 13S
KYL 38K
9 KYM

KYM 774X

L
LAB 37T
LAL 14W
LAM 88B
LAM 85P
B16 LAP
BUY 14W
LAW 59W
LAY 10N
LAY 685
LAZ 8

31 LBF
LBF 57

LBK 513
LCL 628A
LCL 707A
LCL 616A
LCL 749A
LDD 87
LEE 366
LEE 5N

LOU 15N
LOU 159P
B10 UTH
LOU 158P

59 LOV
LOV  3P
7 LOW

LOW 312Y
LOX 500
214 LPA
LRP 7V

LRP 51M
LRS 72
LS 3903
LSB 3H

LSG 42N
LSG 48N
LSG 47N
LSP  93
LT 728

LUC 180X
LUD 113S

LUE 7V
LUE 5P

LUG 70P
LUR 4L
LVA 11

LVG 757B
LWG 66
LYC 3E
LYL 3N

LYN 814X
LYN 78P
E282 LYN

6728 MM
167 MMT
MNH 63K
MNN 50D
MNN 38D
MNN 43D
MNN 34D
MNN 37D
MNN 49D
MNN 22D
MNN 60D
MNN 53D
MOA 72X
MOC 7P
MOE 96P

MOE 856P
MOE 566X
MOE 333X
MOG 810X
MOG 735X
MOG 772X
UMO 110Y
RMO 113R
MOL 73N
M1 OOR
MOR 73R

MOR 155R
MOR 318Y
MOS 51S
MOS 55S
MOT 3L

MOV 13X
MOW 13R
MOW 3R

KJC 211G
KJK 969

KJL 320N
KKR 57

KLJ 351N
342 KM

4976 KM
KMB 775
KNE 109N
491 KOD
KOR 12Y
KOT 6Y
889 KOV
KPR 41

KPW 239N
KPW 535N
KPW 489N
KPW 237N

93 KRD

LEG 785W
LEG 6P
LEG 37T

LEN 941H
LEN 181P
LEN 297P

LEP 84
LES 13R
LEV 177V
LEV 177Y
LEV 177J
LEW 847H
LFM 407N
LFM 436N
LFM 427N
568 LHA
1 YMO

LKO 555
LNB 269

MOW 9R
MOY 124P

6 MPR
MRC 50P
MRC 51P
MRC 41P
MRC 46P
MRR 38P
MRR 45W
B9 MSR
MT 2069
MTT 606

MTW 555C
9158 MV

MVG 720C
MVG 740C
MW 8743
286 MW
MWC 6P
MWL 45

444 MWP
777 MYC
MYR 46X
MYR  4P

N
NAD 99M
NAD 9P

NAJ 18W
NAJ 18P
NAN 70N
NAS 13R
NAS 70R
NAS 54R
NAS 653
N45 EER
NAS 671
NAS 628
NAS 45H
N4 THS
NAT 11S

NAV 303F
NAV 330S
NAV 306F
NAV 297F
NAV 300F
NAV 289F
NAV 295F
NAV 288F
NAV 292F
NAV 287F
NAV 304F
NAV 309F
NAV 317F
1807 NB
6506 NB
NBD 52
NBN 50
9273 NC
96 NCG
NCP 267
6553 ND
NDD 958
NED 87P
NEE 42

EHN 335H
NEJ 38R
NEJ 37R
NEJ 39R
NEJ 30R
NEJ 65R
NEJ 64R

NEW 574R
NEW 55S
NEW 31P
NEW 42P
NFC 309S
NHE 488
NHS 81N
NIB 3333
NIW 72
NJ 4544
NJ 364

NJW 254P
8023 NK
204 NKE
840 NKR
424 NKR
NMG 98
6 NMK

805 NNN
95 NNO
NNW 5

279 NOB
NOB 13X
NOB 80X
NOB 56X
NOH 712
NOM 88
JNO 74Y
NOW 549
NOW 938
NPA 910
NPC 310
NRG 71
2222 NS
NSE 87V
NTL 141F
79 NTW
NUS 7Y
NUT 1E
NV 9830
NWF 28P

NWJ 580D
NWT 5
NYC 6L
NYK 5Y
3748 NZ

O
OAK 3S
OAK 7M
B1 OAP
OAP 972
OBU 54P
OD 620

ODE 139F
ODE 119F
ODE 122F
ODE 141F
ODE 116F
ODE 112F
ODE 117F
OK 9362
OLY 268P
OMY 452P

ONE 7L
ONE 11H
ONT 52P
OO 1066
OO 2698

P
PAB 436
PAD 63T

PAD 335R
PAD 742

PAD 260W
PAG 33E
PAL 70R
PAL 5M

PAM 222R
PAM 14R
E7 PAM
E5 PAM

PAM 11D
PAM 8R

PAM 15R

RAS 916
RAT 113R
RAT 553R
472 RAT
RAV 86R
RAV 769X
RAV 934R
RAV 276X
RAY 84R
RAY 93R
RAY 56W
RAY 92R
RAY 81R
RAY 85R
RAY 24R
RAZ 21
RAZ 59

872 RBH
RC 5807
3 RCA

RCH 84M
RCH 94M
RCH 26M
RCH 24M
RCH 48M
1569 RD
RD 388

RD 3197
RDB 3R
751 RDV
916 REA

REC 703R
RED 51R
RED 64R
REE 805S
REG 45M
REG 51R

REG 417R
REG 428G
REG 417M
REG 417X
REH 308

REN 413S
REY 446S

REY 4T
333 RFM

RFM 828L
RG 6659
RG 8305
RG 3805

RHR 253C
RHR 255C
RHR 257C
RHR 256C

RIA 932
RJG 176G
RJG 571
6475 RK
267 RKJ
RMA 498
207 RML

RMO 112R
RMO 115R
RNN 91M
RNP 9L

ROB 83Y
ROB 813Y
ROD 53N
ROF 3R

ROG 63R
ROJ 6R
R86 ERS
RDG 6R

ROG 33R
R9 LER
R6 LER

ROM 93Y
ROM 6Y

RON 581R
RON 843M
RON 582Y
RON 586R
RON 897M
RON 336R
RON 810R
RON 913R
RON 361Y
RON 862M
RON 851Y
RON 579Y
RON 687R
ROO 173Y
TED 120S
ROW 113Y
ROW 417S
ROX 103Y
197 RPD

RPE 8
RPF 9

RRL 53S
RSY  4L
RUB 83R
ARU 8Y
ERU 8Y
RUB 3R
RUD 4L

RUG 63R
RUG 3R
RUG 8R

RUS 683M
RUS 3L

RUS 31W
RUS 1H
LRU 5H
RV 9208
RVG 11
RYK 895
RYL 3S

S
SAB 133Y
S17 JNA
C54 LLY
LSA  11Y
SAL 73R

H541 MON
WSA 11Y
SAL 709X

SAL 7T
SAL 985N
SAL 754X
SAL 556X
YJT 554M
SAN 174Y
E54 NDS
W54 NDS
SAP 50N
SAR 4M
SAR 81R

SAV 382M
SAV 49E
SAX 944
SAY 3R

SAY 170R
SAZ 1

SBD 34
283 SBJ
SBL 40M
SCA 74P
SCA 71P
SCA 12R
SCA 73R
SCA 73P
SCA 83P

SCA 119P
SCO 713L
SCR 33N
SEL 50N

TED 5S
TED 978S
TED 298S
TED 972S
TEF 79R
TEF 74R
TEF 51R
TEF 54R
TEF 75R
TEN 7T

TEN 77T
TES 54K
TEX 3R
TFC 489

THE 123S
THH 57R
THH 59R
THH 58R
TIA 4216

TIB 8
TIL 75
TIL 3

TIL 15
TIL 7

71 MMO
97 TKE
550 TM
TNC 94J

TNT 145R
TNU 700
TNW 81

TOB 813Y
H15 TOE
TOG 3Y
TOL 16Y
TOL 5H

TOM 45N
TOM 45S
72 TOM
TOP 55S

9 TOP
TOS 80X

TOY 5
290 TPE
TPP 1

TRA 173R
TRD 900
TRE 54R

TRE 113R
608 TRE
TRE 5G

TRO 73R
TRY 913

TSO 240R
TSO 169R
TSO 246R
TSO 157R
407 TTC
TTM 45

TTU 624H
7354 TU
TUD 348
TUD 496

TUI 6
TUK 1L

TUN 358
TUT 73R
TVV 86F
TVV 75F
TVV 76F
5593 TW
8184 TW
TWC 681

TYS 4

U
UCA 570D
UCA 657D
UDD 874

UGW 456R
5 UMT

UNH 81G
US 6769
6 USA

918 UYH
640 UYK
642 UYK
7555 UZ

V
VA 12
VA 2

VAC 484
VAL 796Y
621 VAL

VAL 169Y
VAL 769Y
VAM 302D
MCV 4N
VAZ 21
VBJ 4

555 VC
4401 VC
VC 138

VEA 73S
VEN 777T

VFC 99
VG 5830

VIL 4
V15 OME
VJ 8530
VN 9223
VOB 8S
VOR 2T

VON 579J
9 VP

V6 VRF
VRT 234
VTE 12
VTE 9

VUK 35H
49 VWC

W
WA 842

5013 WA
WAC 180X
883 WAE

WAG 312S
WAH 330S
WAH 10S

KRG 99
KS 7967

KSA 178F
KSC 226D
KSC 224D

KSP 3
700 KTF
KTS 91G
90 KTW
KUN 189

LOC 41X
LOF 4X

LOM 45S
LON 680X
LOO 138V
B10 PES
708 LOP
LOR 3R
LOR 77F

LOU 153P

LYN 87X
LYN 87X

M
MAB 813Y
MAB 837T
MAB 682D
790 MAB
MAC 16P
NMA 660T
MAH 41P
MAH 33D
MAH 41E

MAL 338W
MAL 119W
MAL 740W
MAL 357P
MAL 261W
MAR 437V
MRR 10W
MAR  63L
MAR 647E
MAR 63P
MAR 77V

MAR 771V
MRR 19W
MAS 73R
MAS 6Y
MAS 537
MAW 217
MAY 598P
MAY 698

MAY 769F
MBC 978
MBH 31H
MBH 3L
35 MC

9818 MC
MCE 929
MCV 4N

MCW 84G
MCW 94G
MCW 95G
MCW 89G
MCY 226K
MCY 94E
MCY 92E
MCY 71E
MCY 75E

MDM 653G
MDM 655G

3511 ME
LFM 310N
MEL 154P
NME 110R
MEL  15F
MEL 145P
MEP 52A
MES 878
MES 53Y
MFA 54

MFC 805S
MFF 949
MFO 283
MGL 976
9339 MH
4521 MH
MHK 9P
222 MHY
338 MJH
MJU 2

MLO 17
MLC 11P
MLC 14P
598 MM
740 MM
179 MM

PAM 153R
PAM 50R
PAM 16R
PAN 7S

PAO 105P
PAO 106P
PAO 107P
PAO 108P
PAR 777S
PAR 53L
PAR 37H
PAS 533S
PAS 5S

PAT 47M
E3 PAT

PAT 31S
PAT 18M
A972 PAT

E5 PAT
D735 PAT
PAT 34M
A709 PAT
A460 PAT
S121 PAT
PAU 144R
PAL 11L
PAV 62J
K7 PAY
PAZ 6
PAZ 4
PAZ 1

PBE 39
PBN 822
PCD 667
PCS 81R
5376 PE
PEA 73R
PEE 805S
PEG 5R
PEG 555

PEN 155S
PEN 677S
PEN 115S

PEP 3R
PEP 53Y
PEP 8R

PER 121N
PER 177N
PER 855
RPE 73R
PET 73R
PET 80Y
RPE 76R
4244 PF
2620 PF
19 PFM
PFN 25S
1256 PG
PG 8016
5695 PG

8 PGJ
PGU 938K
5655 PH
3745 PH
PHA 998

PHH 153P
PHH 57P
P111 LOK
P111 LUK
PHJ 863K
PHW 27R
PHW 28R
PHW 29R
PIA 9746
JVP 1E

PIJ 3252
PIL 111
PIL 4

PIL 15
3588 PJ
7461 PJ
655 PJH
2429 PK
693 PKJ
3546 PL
PLA 3R
BPL 47T
PLA 73R
APL 47T
PLE 888
PMA 96D
PMB 890L
PN 7018

LPO 111Y
POM 3Y

POM 333Y
PON 66Y
POT 1N

POT 312S
POW 805S
POW 311F
2688 PP
4288 PP
482 PPE
PPP 475

PPV 134M
PRC 57W
PRC 53W
PRE 553R
PRO 553R
PRU 783

PSN 690H
PTH 37S
PTH 34S
PTH 67S
PTH 38S
PTH 52S
PTH 64S
PTK 90

PTM 499
7 PTS

PUE 236
PUL 58Y

GPU 113N
PUL 14N
A6 PUM
PUT 8R
PUT 3R

PUT 71N
PUT 73R
PVV 109D
PVV 73D
PWA 58K
52 PWC
PWK 3G
PWN 6Y

PWN 900R
PWU 160P

49 PYD

R
9498 R
3091 R

1924 RA
752 RAE

RAE 785G
897 RAE

RAF 537Y
RAF 17Y
JRA  63N
RAJ 417M
RAJ 66V

RAM 303S
RAM 340H
RAN 386L
RAN 737E
RAS 914
RAS 74S

SER 141S
SET 11S

SET 805S
SEV 99W
NET 53X
11 SCX

COO 153X
RUF 53X
UNE 53X
VEG 53X
SEY 63L
391 SFM
SGN 700
RSH  4W
SHA 61N
SHA 66R
SHA 41N
SHA 24R
SHE 80Y

SHE 412S
SHE 24R
SHE 138Y
SHE 12S

SHE 458Y
SHE 8Y

SHE 12Y
SHT 805S
SHO 127S
SHO 12T
S1 HOE
SHO 128

SHP 510W
SHP 9N
SHR 13Y
SHU 88S
SHY 805S
F51 DHU

D951 MON
LPR 51M
RED 51R

SJW 130G
SKE 114M
497 SKJ

SKY 419S
SKY 766S
SLA 93R
SLA 73R
SLK 51R

SMA 113R
SMA 127L
S17 OWS
S10 AMS
SOE 8Y
SOL 36Y
C5 OLD

SON 580Y
SON 7E

J950 UTH
SOU 150N

SOY 3R
SOY 6R

SP09 NCE
SPE 19R

SPU 125R
SPU 12M
SPU 12R
SPY 50N
SPY 80X
SRL 89M
SRL 93M
SS 3504

SSB 512L
SSG 86P
SSG 95P
SSG 96P
SSG 89P

SSG 989P
SSG 83P
SSG 94P
SSG 93P
SSN 691
K57 AGG
F5 TAG

B57 AGG
FDS 733D
D15 TEV
STE 874S
W570 KES
H57 ONE

9 TOP
F57 OCK
STO 788F
W57 OCK
STR  470N
A451 STU

5 TUD
S7 UBS

STU 318L
STU 985L
STU 395L
STU 106V
STU 813L
STU 295V
STU 255V
STU 601R
607 STU
SUB 4R

SUB 84R
SUB 3R
8025 UE
SUE 89W
78 SUE
83 SUE

SUL 114N
SVR 45H
SUS 51R
SUT 78N
SUT 16R
SUT 13R
SV 7757
SV 9561
SVR 78H
SVR 52H
SVR 59H
SYD 769
L66 SYM
SYM 78
2536 SZ
9886 SZ

T
215 T

TAF 50N
TAH 533N
TAJ 734R
TAJ 736R
TAL 881R
TAL 87R
TAL 81R

TAL 131R
TAL 9R

TAL 181R
TAM 99S
TAN 14M
TAN 14Y

TAN 170Y
TAR 44M
TAS 235

TAY 483R
TAY 116R
TAY 119R
TBD 5W
TBE 95
TCE 7

5309 TD
TDU 8

T34 MUK
TED 661S

KPW 41N
WAL 83Y
234 WAL
WAL 35S
WAL 84Y
WAL 35Y

JWA 170N
W4 NES
WAP 937
WAR 54W
731 WAR
PWA 77S

WBZ 3
8961 WD
1589 WE
2089 WE
WEB 55N
NWE 8B
WEL 15X
WEL 44N

WES 133K
WES 150K
EPW 35T
WES 57T
WES 7A

WES 96K
AWE 57T

WES 137K
WES 139K
BWE 57T
WES 77T
WES 7S
WES 71T

WES 155K
W377 ONS
6449 WF
WGE 555
WGV 59

W115 OND
W115 ONS
W157 OWS

2484 WJ
WJF 541
WKA 1

WLF 638M
WLL 4

WM 7710
982 WMB
WMR 187
JWO 81N
JWO 83N

JWO 133N
JWO 94N
JWO 71N
WP 4687
WPC 690
WPE 1Y
WPJ 9

WRA 66S
WRA 9S
WRA 9G
WRA 99S
WRA 7S
WRA 2S
WRS 75

WRT 84A
WRT 96A
WRT 93A
WRT 97A
WRT 94A

WRT 103A
WRT 83A
WRT 82A
WRT 87A
WS 361

WSL 283
441 WU
WV 9957

WWW 80X

X
XEY 350B
XEY 349B

567 XJ
XPA 999

XPX 455F
XUE 64

Y
YAL 6S

YAS 230
JYA 51N
YAS 662
KYA 51N
YAS 511V
YAS 673

YAS 111V
YAS 559
YAS 560

YAW 536Y
YAX 69
YCG 40
YEA 7S

YEL 377S
YEL 353S
YEL 361S
YEL 754
YGA 919

YGY 460S
YGY 453S
YJT 508M
YLM 466
853 YMB
YMG 777
YNF 224S

YOL 4T
YRJ 101A
YRJ 158A
YTG 83

557 YUK
942 YUS
643 YUS
YWL 314

CHOOSE YOUR
INITIALS!!

Prefix Plates
1. First pick letters with

A-E, G, H, J-Y
2. Numbers 1-20 (higher

numbers subject to availability)
3. Add your 3 letters (not I, Q or Z)

example

example

Current Style Plates
1. First pick 2 letters (not I, Q or Z)
2. Choose from 51, 02, 52, 03, 53

04, 54, 05, 55, 06, 56, 07, etc
3. Add 3 letters (not I or Q)

AUTUMN CLEAROUT
ALL NUMBERS ARE PLUS 20% VAT + £80 TRANSFER FEE

ALL £50

ALL £149

ALL £195

AUJ 677A
GFX 407D

XEY 349B
YGY 453S

LFM 436N
UCA 657D

BBH 699P
BOU 110H
BVG 560E
CNU 59H

NWF 28P
NWJ 580D
ONT 52P
TTU 624H

GEL 653L
JVG 757M
LCL 628A
LFM 427N

AES 163T
AEY 247A
ANP 264A
BHW 517A
BKU 452B
BKU 460B
BPR 657A
CVG 799F
CYN 119C

DGW 401B
DRR 504B
DRS 218D
DRS 262K
DRS 761A
EHJ 958H
EVG 550H
HDS 261G
JSS 962N
JSS 963N
KBL29N

KCH 69N
KEG 793Y
KGW 905A
KSA 178F
LGW 905A
LRP 52M

MDM 653G
NAV 297F
NEJ 64R
NSE 87V
PMA 96D

REY 446S
RHR 255C
RMO 112R
STO 788F
SVR 52H
TEF 54R
WRT 96A
WRT 97A
YEL 361S

BI6 EDD

CR15 PCO
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SHOW TIME

We don’t need an excuse to head to a race track 
for a day out, but when the guys at Forge 
Motorsport are running things, you know 
there will be some good stuff happening. 

Since the team put their weight behind the Action Day, it’s 
become a must-do on the track day calendar.  
 Now in its fifth year, it’s a simple format: book some track 
time and get out there to have some fun. It’s open to all 
comers and attracts a diverse mix of cars, from Time Attack 
weapons, to daily drivers. Best of all, there’s always a healthy 
number of Audis there, so we decided to take our stand 
along, together with some rather tasty cars. 

Star of the display was the B5 RS4 which we featured on 
the cover of issue 002. Wes Lane’s 700bhp monster is one 
of the finest examples in the UK and had a steady stream of 

admirers all day. Together with KW’s fantastic S1 Clubsport 
from the cover of last issue, a nicely tuned Mk1 TT and a 
stunning B7 RS4, the performance tuned cars were covered.  

We also had some new cars to show off, courtesy of our 
friends at Bristol Audi. The guys brought along a brand new 
Q7, and S3, which as it turned out become a big hit on the 
stand. All of them were blown away by the Virtual Cockpit 
screen (the same as available in the Mk3 TT and forthcoming 
new S4) and the electric retracting tow bar and folding row 
of seats. Chaps like gadgets!

We also caught up with some of the biggest names in the 
tuning scene, including Milltek, Toyo, Bilstein, Eibach, APR, 
The Performance Company, Tarox, Meguiar’s and KW. 

We had a great day and even met some new readers too. 
Highly recommended – see you there next year.

FORGE ACTION DAY 2015
The Forge crew put on another top event at Castle Combe and we were there to join the fun…



FORGE ACTION DAY 2015
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Words & Photography Davy Lewis



SHOW TIME

Top: Milltek’s RS7 is a beast Above: Tasty 
S5 Right: Loving this immaculate Coupe 

with turbo lump

Below: 2.0 TFSI A3 saloon 
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FORGE ACTION DAY 2015

Top left: TT RS turbo kit on the APR stand 
Top: Plenty of S3s old and new
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01772 201597
www.ads-automotive.co.uk

enquires@ads-global.co.uk

Unit 4-10 Pechell Street, Ashton-on-Ribble, Preston PR2 2RN

R E P A I R ,  M A I N T E N A N C E ,  T U N I N G 
A N D  D I A G N O S T I C  S P E C I A L I S T

I N D E P E N D E N T  A U D I  S P E C I A L I S T



Unit A, Beta Close, Delta Drive , Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire, GL20 8SR  Tel: 01684 214 444

We are Gloucestershire’s official Revo dealer. Visit our 
website  for the full range of performance tuning and 
hardware for VW, Audi SEAT and Skoda.

www.v-hub.co.uk    www.v-hubservices.co.uk

THE PROFESSIONAL INDEPENDENT VOLKSWAGEN, AUDI, 
SEAT AND SKODA SALES AND SERVICE SPECIALISTS.

• FULL VAG SERVICE AND SALES FACILITIES
• QUALITY PRODUCTS + QUALITY SERVICE + QUALITY PEOPLE
•  EXCELLENT STOCK OF QUALITY USED VOLKSWAGEN, AUDI,  

SEAT & SKODA MODELS IN THE SOUTH WEST
•  COMPREHENSIVE AA WARRANTY INCLUDED, PLUS 12 MONTHS 

AA ROADSIDE WITH ALL CARS
• BLACK HORSE-APPROVED MOTOR FINANCE AVAILABLE

Main Dealer 
Service –  

Independent 
Rates

Find us on  
Facebook



 

Interested?
Come and see us at VAG Tuner Expo 
Donington 25.10.15 - with live demos    
                               thoughout the day

#followthecog

www.enginecarbonclean.com 

ECC-ad-donington-92x130-v3.indd   1 12/10/2015   14:29
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NEXT MONTH…
NEXT ISSUE ON SALE: 26 November 2015

CONTACT US:
EDITORIAL: Davy Lewis  

E: davy@audituner.com
ADVERTISING, SUBSCRIPTIONS & ACCOUNTS: Jennifer Dow

T: 01383 852742 E: jennifer@audituner.com 

EDITORIAL
Senior Editor: Davy Lewis 

Art Editor: Graham Morecroft 
Contributors: Jamie Arkle, Ian Kuah

Photography: AJ Walker, Jape Tiitinen, Adrian Brannan, Matt 
Dear, Davy Lewis, Audi AG, 

PUBLISHING
Publisher: Mark Dow

Subscriptions: www.audituner.com
Distribution: COMAG Specialist
Printed by: Warners Midlands

WHERE TO BUY AUDITUNER
Subscribe: www.audituner.com

Retail: WHSmith high street and travel outlets (UK)
Online shop: www.vagtuner.co.uk

Download: Apple Newsstand, Google play

AudiTuner is published 12 times per year, on the last 
Thursday of each month, by FCS Ltd. PO Box 29238, Saline 
KY12 9XX. Registered as a limited company in England and 

Wales. Company No. 5259459. VAT 871 7274 03.

FCS Ltd © all rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or 
in part is forbidden, except with written consent of the 

Publishers. Note to contributors: Copy submitted for 
consideration by the Editor must be the original work of 
the author and not previously published. Where images 
are included, which are not the property of the author, 

permission to reproduce them must have been obtained 
from the copyright owner. Emails will be treated in the 

same way as ordinary mail. The Editor cannot guarantee a 
personal or instant response.

Readers wishing to carry out any of the tasks outlines in 
technical or step by step features should ensure they have 

the necessary skills and equipment to do so safely. If in 
any doubt always go to a professional. FCS Ltd accepts 
no responsibility or liability for any injury or damage 

sustained in the process of following one of these features. 

The Editors and Publishers of AudiTuner give no warranties, 
guarantees or assurances, and make no representations 

regarding any goods or services advertised in this 
magazine. Please note: AudiTuner is an independent media 
publication. It is in no way affiliated with, connected to, or 

endorsed by Audi AG or quattro GmbH.

Just Ask!

If you can’t find AudiTuner in the shops, ask your local 
newsagent to order it for you.

AUDI TUNER 
ISSUE 11 
ON SALE 26
NOVEMBER
800bhp RS6 • Wrapped monster is unleashed
S2 Avant • 500bhp fierce 5-cylinder
B8 S4 widebody • 490bhp saloon
VAG Tuner Expo • Huge report on our new event
dav1 Spring Festival • Quarter mile heroes
Driven: RS3 • We drive the UK’s first tuned RS3 

*The contents of next issue may be subject to change

PLUS: The latest news, new products, 
tech guides and much more...



IT’S ARRIVED!
Introducing DTUK’s NEW and improved 

CRD-t+ Multi-Channel Diesel Performance 
System for your car, van or motor home
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www.dtuk-performance.co.uk
*depending on driving style

For further information contact sales:

01207 299 538
sales@dtuk-performance.co.uk

FSR - Multi-Channel 
Petrol Tuning System

Warranty Safe Audi Tuning

A1   1.4 TFSI 150PS - 183PS
S1   2.0 TFSI 231PS - 288PS
S3   2.0 TFSI 300PS - 363PS
RS6 4.0 TFSI 560PS - 655PS
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KW automotive UK Ltd 
Phone: 0870 990 7536 
Fax: 0845 021 2548
eMail: info@KWautomotive.co.uk 

THE PERFECT SUSPENSION FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

www.KWautomotive.co.uk

PARTNER OF

KW clubspor t
“Performance for everyday use 

and suspension technology 
 at its best makes KW for us the 

No. 1 choice - on the road  
and race track.“

MARTIN &
NICOLAS RAEDER

Managing Directors
Manthey Racing GmbH

MADE FOR
  WINNERS
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